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They didn't have time to get a cancer check-up either.
They all hod something better to do
with their time.
They hod to work. Or relax with a
little golf. Or go to the movies. Or just
loaf around.
They couldn't find five minutes for a
cancer check-up.
So their time ran out.
That's the real shame of it. The fact
that every fourth cancer death is totally·
needless. In many coses, the doctors
could have cured the cancer if their
patients would have come to them sooner.
One thing you should do is take
time to learn the seven warning signals
of cancer. They won't prevent you from

getting it, but they could save your life.
_Here they ore:
1. Unusual bleeding or discharge.
2. A lump or thickening in the breast
or elsewhere.
3. A sore that does not heal.
4. Change in bowel or bladder habits.
5. Hoarseness or cough.
6. Indigestion or difficulty in
swallowing.
7. Change in wart or mole.
Of course, medical research is
constantly working to find better ways
to cure cancer.
And the notion's doctors are quick
to put these discoveries to work.

But there's more than iust treatment.
There's prevention. We cit Blue Shield
feel the more you know about cancer
the better you'll be able to protect
yourself against it.
We're also striving to remove the
financial barriers for those who need
medical care. We maintain a strong,
unique relationship with the medical
profession that helps make better health
possible for everyone.
We like spending the time because
your good health is our greatest concern.

• Blue Shield'
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Second Quarter, 1971 - Vol. 6, No. 2
is published quarterly for those
community leaders who are vitally interested in
the cost of health care and its components, and
who therefore seek to understand more fully the
forces that shape today's health expenses. Where
PERSPECTIVE quotes those who are speaking out
on health care, the intent is less to agree than to
share . .. for, by seeing what is being said and
written throughout the world, the reader is better
able to establish his own perspective.
PERSPECTIVE

PREPA YING LAw·vER BILLS?
In the 1930's, when Blue Cross was coming alive across the nation, there
were skeptics who said that prepaying unpredictable hospital bills was
financial suicide.
Yet Blue Cross Plans proved that prepayment for hospital expense was
feasible, and they plus the commercial carriers have built up a giant
health insurance industry that handles nearly $20 billion a year on behalf
of members and policy-holders.
Some of those same skeptics ( or their offspring) are now saying that the
new attempt to have lawyers' bills prepaid is also financial suicide. But
skepticism isn't keeping the American Bar Association from pushing the
idea with enthusiasm since the ABA sees as much as $2 billion in health
& welfare funds being freed for other uses when and if national health
insurance comes.
Now under negotiation is a program for prepaid legal expense insur
ance for the nation's 750,000 postal workers.
If negotiated, that could start the ball rolling, observers feel. An early
bounce has been taken in Shreveport, La., where about 600 members of
the Western Louisiana Council of Construction & General Laborer's
Local No.229 and the Shreveport Bar Association worked out a working
dues assessment of 2¢ per hour to give member families coverage for:

Published by Blue Cross of Southwest Ohio
Cincinnati, Ohio 45206
Editor: Paul Young

Free choice of lawyer is assured.
But not all is. sweetness and light in prepaid legal benefits; the ABA
fears that some workers will use the new coverage to obtain divorces
that they could not afford before.
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LIVING TO 140? "The day is approaching when man may live 140 years - perhaps longer," says Dr. Don
Andrews, biophysics professor at Florida Atlantic University. The key to such longevity, he says, will be disco\.
ing a way to replace worn-out cytoplasm, a complex liquid inside each of the 100 trillion human body cells. T
cytoplasm breaks down as a person ages just like old motor oil. "When we find out how to remove the broken-do
parts of cytoplasm and replace them, we will have the answer to extended life," says Dr. Andrews.

Staff Writer: Charles Bolton
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WHAT'S INSIDE?
OLD YOUTH. Jomar Enrique da Silva of Vitoria, Bra:
died recently of a heart attack at the age of 12; he looked 1:
a wrinkled man of 90. He was the victim of progeria premature old age. The disease is so rare that only a f,
dozen cases have been diagnosed.
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• up to $250 for conferences, negotiations, investigation, research, letter
writing, document drafting or document review -with the member
family paying the first $10 per case, plus· ...

• 80% of the expenses in any one year ( not to exceed $1,000) involved
in defending oneself in court.

Tl

Assistant To The Editor: Carl Barton

• up to $25 per visit ( and $100 a year) for advice and consultation on
any legal problem, plus ...

• up to $325 for preparation and filing of pleadings and briefs and
attendance at hearings or the trial, plus up to $40 for court costs and
witness fees, plus up to $150 for out-of-pocket expenses -with mem
ber family paying the first $25 per case, plus ...
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Helicopters are saving time and lives in transport
ing emergency patients as in this scene at Loma
Linda (Calif.) University Hospital. California has
52 of the 285 hospital heliports in 37 states.
(Photo courtesy of Vought Helicopter, Inc.,
Dallas, Tex.) See page 9.

� F.ASTEST t>ISCAARGE AATE OF ANY t,IOS'PITAL
IN THE COUNTY. //
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THE HIGH COST OF DYING. The cost of dying has bE
climbing right along with the cost of staying well and liv:iI
In Japan the cost of a funeral has doubled in the past fl
years - now ranging from $150 to $2,800. (If extras such
catering, rental of mourning clothes, upholstered cash
special lighting and acoustic effects are added, the total c
go up to $5,500.)

*

*

*

FOOTBALL NO. I. Dr.Timothy Craig, consultant on spo
medicine for the American Medical Association, says tl
football - with knee injuries leading the way - is the m
dangerous sport. Basketball is next, followed by baseball.

THREE REASONS
cient motivation for prospective skilled employees. The
grass is too green elsewhere!
So hospital administrators, whose payrolls are unique in
that they account for some 70% of total expenses ( com
pared with 30% for manufacturers), must compete for
good people with highly organized heavy industry and
big business.

�c&t�f5tn,���
� Cv--nutr 22udtt,,,

The result has been that even though the hospital work
force has remained largely unorganized, pay scales have

HEALTH. One of the best-read maga
t h e w o r l d i s a R u s s i a n one c a l l e d
( which means HEALTH). I t is a principal
inspiration and information for Russians
bout old wives tales, sexual problems, rare
proper nutrition and other health con
e slick magazine sells for about 25¢ and
:ulation of 10 million a month. Questions
Lers ( and the answers) make up the bulk
ges which are uniquely free of politics.
*

*

*

�ING FOR DEATH. A n e w s c i e n c e
natology ( the science of death, dying and
; been founded by four professors at the
University Medical Center. The name
m thanatos, Greek for death. It was devel
rnse of the alleged inadequacy of doctors
· health workers in easing the psycholog
of death for the dying and their relatives.
of medical schools showed that most give
;ht to educating students to deal construe
! humanely with this problem.

*

*

*

LUMBING.A medical school physiologist
l how to live a long and healthy life. His
'Pick parents who have good plumbing."
ars at the University of Cincinnati are
1at later-life hardening of the arteries can
ed at birth by sampling cholesterol levels
Ltmbilical cords of newborns. Other family
of high-cholesterol infants are tested and
; that the disease may be inherited.

PECTIVE

been going through a catch-up period that is not yet
completed. Federal minimum wage legislation has been
expanded to include hospital employees, and this has
meant progress in pay even for the unskilled.

-�
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,._

Some examples of the upturn in wage patterns:
• Registered nurses, whose $2,500 average annual pay
was below the minimum wage of 1955, command $8,000
or more today.
• Interns, who once worked for a nominal monthly
stipend of a dollar a day, are now making equithble
salaries, in the $8,000 range.
Multiply the numbers of nurses and interns by such
increases, and the dollar results are staggering, but nec
essary to get and to keep such skills at our bedsides.
Moreover, the employee-patient ratio has more than dou
bled during the past 25 years, because new equipment
and procedures mean both more people as well as people
with more skills and more education than in the past. In
1946, the ratio was rn employees per patient; today it is
3-to-l, and the result is a steady increase in cost resulting
from that indispensable factor in personal service: com
passionate, well-trained humans. ■

0
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CAN PROSPECTIVE REIMBURSEMENT
PLUS INCENTIVES

FORCE HOSPITALS
TO LIVE WITHIN
ANNUAL BUDGETS?
PERSPECTIVE • 1

of limited size is nothing more than a misdirection waste, if you prefer - of community resources that could
be better and more efficiently applied elsewhere.

REIMBURSEMENT
Prospective reimbursement of hospital
charges is far from new. It is at least
28 years old, having been used by
Cincinnati Blue Cross· since 1943. It
has since spread to Indiana, Kentucky,
Maryland, New York , etc. It is em
bodied in the American Hospital Asso
ciation's "Financial Requirements of
Health Care Institutions and Services."
And it is both a federal and state po
litical issue; most proposals for national
health insurance talk about it, and following the New York pace - Illinois
Gov. Richard Ogilvie said in his annual
message on health care that the new
"Office of Health Economics (will)
undertake as its first assignment the
design of a new system of hospital
reimbursement based on rates deter
mined in advance and set for fixed
periods of time." Now comes "little old
Rhode Island," a microcosm of the
international hospital cost spiral, tying
financi<J,l incentives into a prospective
reimbursement program that is viewed
by increasing numbers as a workable
national model.

Jerome Sapolsky, executive director
Miriam Hospital, Providence

The Michigan Plan supports planning by providing
$200,000 in direct financial assistance to regional planning
agencies in the state. We also serve hospitals in a con
sulting capacity, encouraging mergers, pushing for con
solidation of therapeutic and supportive services,
establishing pilot projects with hospitals to try new ap
proaches to the delivery and administration of services,
encouraging participation in a shared-computer service
to help reduce hospital administrative costs, and helping
capitalize group purchasing arrangements.

* * *

No one in Rhode Island believes that
the health care situation there i s
unique. Yet, in a state that small, where
hospital costs ( and cost of living in
general) approach those of the Boston
area, and where 85% of the residents
belong to Blue Cross, a cost crisis may
have developed a little earlier than
elsewhere.
Some facts are apparent:
1. Hospital costs in Rhode Island after
the introduction of Medicare turned
sharply upward. While there is some
dispute about the actual percentages,
it is agreed that overall operational
costs in Rhode Island hospitals have
been going up on the order of 15%
to 20% per year since 1967.
2. Right after Medicare, Blue Cross
found itself with an excellent reserve
position due to removal of the
elderly from the membership rolls.
Taking advantage of the unaccus
tomed financial prosperity, the Plan
made selected benefit improvements
to fill weaknesses in its basic con
tracts, and to encourage use of out2 • PERSPECTIVE

The problem has been the absence of clearly defined
authority. No one agency or organization has had the
legally sanctioned power to utter the word "no." And this
power vacuum has been one of the thorniest problems
faced by the health care field. It is one undeniable dis
advantage of decentralization of authority. Short of spe
cific legislation, there are limits to what can be done to
prevent such duplications.

A Plan can seldom dictate; it can always suggest and
influence. And its influence can be considerable leverage
for a system which uses its health resources with the
greatest concern for price tags.

'
patient rather than costly bed
services.
3. A combination o.f soaring costs and
improved benefits soon turned the
financial situation around, forcing
the Plan to file for sizable rate in
creases three years consecutively.
4. The state director of business regu
lation, required by Rhode Island
state law to pass on the "reasonable
ness" of Blue Cross rates, reacted
with increasing alarm to each
subsequent rate increase £ling. In
planning overall communications
regarding the necessity of rate in
creases with the public, the hospi
tals, and the department of business
regulation, Blue Cross took the posi
tion - ultimately supported by hos
pitals - that rising Blue Cross rates
are merely symptoms of the real
problem: i.e., rising hospital costs,

and that hospitals therefore should
be parties to Blue Cross filings and
should testify at rate hearings.
5. After extended hearings in 1969 ( for
1970 rates) during which hospitals
were asked to testify, the depart
ment took the position that a major
culprit in the cost spiral was the
"open-ended cost reimbursement
contract." The director essentially
"ordered" hospitals and the Plan to
overhaul the reimbursement system
- to build in cost ceilings and in
centives for savings-if not to dis
card it altogether.
6. Another important factor in Rhode
Island is the fact that onemajor news
paper ( THE PROVIDENCE JOURNAL/
BULLETIN) covers practically the
entire state, and the presence on
that paper's staff of Selig Greenberg,
a nationally respected journalist on

HEALTH EDUCATION. Walgreens' di

have started a campaign to help educate tl
on health topics with free pamphlets on
These help pharmacists answer many hea
tions from customers, says the firm. Curr(
ings include diet and arthritis, muscular d)
cerebral palsy, epilepsy, smoking and heal
and school achievement.

*

HOSPITAL EMPLOYEES ARE
HARD TO GET & TO KEEP.
Such people as hospitals need are in demand througho1,1t
our economy.
As our society grows rich, it grows expensive - and hos
pitals have found that altruism no longer serves as suffi-

*

DRUG CLAIMS. The Food and Drug Ad

tion reports that only about one out of Sve ·
tion drugs totally Iives up to its claimed effo
and that one out of seven fails to meet a1
manufacturer's claims. The study also sh
only 41.7% of 2,752 drugs tested work urn
ably to relieve symptoms· or cure dis
advertised. Dr. Charles Edwards, FDA h
the agency is moving to clear 245 ineffecti
from the market and to require drug ads
government effectiveness ratings. The Ph�
tical Manufacturers' Association says its 1
already have removed two-thirds of tl
labeled ineffective from the market.
*
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*

*

*

BLOOD HERO. When a patient needs b

vital to be able to phone a blood bank a
immediately; thirty years ago such calls <
have been made - since there were no blo1
Dr. Charles Drew, a Negro physician fro
ington, D.C., introduced the revolutionar
blood banks in 1941 when he was direct
British Blood Plasma Project. Later he :
first director of the American Red Crc
Bank, supplying plasma to the U.S. Arme
PERSPEC'.

THREE REASONS
for personal health - we run the danger of pandering to
the urge to buy a quick solution to a difficult problem.
It's not logical for a red-faced gentleman who has just
lit a cigarette after finishing two martinis and a plate of
pork chops to blame the nation's doctors and hospitals
for his poor health.

R OUT- PATIENTS. West Penn Hospital
rrgh has opened a $12 million Mellon
�mbulatory Care Center which can pro1lete medical services to 1,000 out-patients
h 130 physicians in 27 specialties. It will
city's £rst helicopter landing pad on the
ough basically designed to serve the local
y, it will also become a regional health
y hospital officials.

*

*

*

:R' CATARACT SURGERY. Dr. Charles
: Manhattan Eye, Ear & Throat Hospital,
c City, has developed a technique for
1f cataracts which req�res only a tiny
t1d allows the patient to go to work the
surgery. Current cataract surgery (about
>erations per year in the U.S.) requires an
f 180 degrees ( halfway around the eye
:he patient has to stay in the hospital for a
)wed by six weeks of home recuperation.
Kelman's technique, performed under a
e, a special needle enters the eye, vibrates
tes a second, changes to liquid that hard
tich forms the cataract, then suctions off
d. Dr. Kelman pointed out that since
m resume their normal activities the day
ery, much money could be saved in hosalone.
*

*

*

BY PRESCRIPTION? Dr. Rene Menguy
versity of Chicago says aspirin kills about
,le every year and that 7 out of 10 patients
:o hospitals for internal bleeding are there
of taking aspirin. He maintains it should
.le only by prescription ( about 20 million
e sold yearly without prescription).

0

ECTIVE

And there's something disturbing about two fat ladies who
haven't had any exercise in years complaining about health
care costs over chocolate sundaes at three o'clock in the
afternoon.

#2

MONEY IS ONE OF
THE STRONGEST INCENTIVES.
A hospital bed tends to be filled, with little regard for
its theoretical need in a particular area.
What makes this happen? One of the strongest human
incentives : money.
Since it costs about two-thirds as much to maintain an
empty hospital bed as an occupied one, this motivation
is understandable. And it is a hard fact of life, long
recognized by those who promote regional health care
planning. The average cost of constructing a new hospital
bed is more than $50,000. It costs more than $25,000 a
year to operate an occupied bed, and about two-thirds of
that for an empty one.
Like
gery
burn
ence

the bed question, the allocation of open-heart sur
units, linear accelerators, hemodialysis machines or
units are often duplicated unnecessarily. The pres
of several such units and services in a community

medical economics. Recognizing
that the whole question of health
care costs is fraught with public
interest, the paper's editors have
routinely given Greenberg's in
formed and critical analyses of hos
pital/Blue Cross news front-page
treatment. The Plan and hospitals
have historically been operating
under a degree of public scrutiny
that is only now beginning to be
felt elsewhere in the nation.
With these six background issues, the
Hospital Association of Rhode Island
and Blue Cross formed a negotiations
committee early in 1970. It was de
signed to look into the Medicare-based
contract (in effect since 1966), and to
discuss the possibility of the ne� "pro
spective reimbursement" approach
which was being talked up around the
country.
The committee staggered under the
assignment; many months, many meet
ings, and many man-hours were spent
trying to overcome impasses. Mean
while, Blue Cross began to experience
a substantial increase in hospital util
ization, and the Plan's financial condi
tion - already seriously weakened by
cut-backs in two previous rate £lings for the first time in its history bordered
on a deficit reserve position, less
euphemistically called "technical
bankruptcy."
Thus confronted, the Plan asked all
hospitals to submit projected budgets
for fiscal 1970-71 ( beginning in Octo
ber) and to be prepared to defend
those budgets at a rate hearing.
A little more than a year previously,
there had arrived on the Rhode Island
scene a man well informed on the sub
ject of incentive reimbursement for
hospital services. He was Lawrence
Hill, on leave as professor of hospital
administration from the University of
Michigan. With a grant from the
national Blue Cross Association, he was
doing a year-long study of incentives.
When he joined Rhode Island Hospital
as vice president for operations, he sug
gested a pilot program to test the
concept of prospective negotiation of
payment rates with built-in incentives.
Rhode Island Hospital had long been
known in the state as an innovative
institution; that, plus Hill's experience

economy and the fact that the rate
filing by necessity would fall in the
middle of a gubernatorial election cam
paign.

�� We hoped for a new
kind of contract
which could result
in substantial
savings. ,,
Rhode Island
Hospital Association

and willingness to experiment, plus a
forward-looking board of trustees pre
sided over by John Simmen brought
prospective incentive reimbursement
to the state in 1970.
Blue Cross management, discouraged
by the lack of clear progress through
statewide negotiations, was eager to
pilot with a hospital whose size, strong
management and accounting expertise
afforded what appeared to be an ideal
test situation for a radically new
approach. A working concept for the
experiment was hammered out be
tween Rhode Island Hospital and Blue
Cross, in meetings separate from the
ongoing discussions with the hospital
association's negotiating team. The
hospital submitted its 1970-71 budget;
with consultation from Edward Wilz,
then with Xavier University in Cincin
nati and now vice president of finance
and professional relations with B lue
Cross of Southwest Ohio there, the
Plan entered into its initial attempt at
budget analysis and negotiations.
All hospitals complied with the budget
requests, and their forecast was a start
ling 18% overall increase for the fiscal
year ahead. By the time three necessary
factors were built in ( to replace Blue
Cross reserves to a minimum level, to
bring rates up to 1970 cost levels plus
18% for 1971, and to accommodate
higher utilization levels), the Plan
faced another 40% rate hike, after sub
stantial increases in each of three pre
ceding years. The situation was
aggravated by a badly sagging state

Plan President Arthur Hanley recalls
that "we just couldn't bring ourselves
to go back to the public- especially
when business was cutting back, when
unemployment was rising, and when
economic conditions were deteriorat
ing - to ask for still another whopping
rate increase without offering some
prospect of change or attempting to
get hospitals to cut back or at least to
hold the line on costs. We felt this
would have been the final straw that
broke the back of public tolerance."
Five events led swiftly to climactic rate
hearings and to negotiations that pro
duced a prospective rate agreement
with all hospitals :
1. Blue Cross produced an unprece
dented letter asking all hospitals to
do two things - to reduce the pro
jected 18% cost increase to an ag
gregate of 15%, and to give the Plan
a guarantee that costs would be
held within those percentages. Even
though the letter was confJdential,
JOURNAL/BULLETIN' editors saw a
copy, and banner headlines resulted.
2. Hospitals found themselves in the
dilemma of whether to ( a) accede
t o B l ue C r o s s d e m a n d s, t h u s
accepting a responsibility for cost
control that had never been shoul
dered before, and at the same time
appear to publicly admit "fat" in
the budgets; or, ( b) refuse, thus be
coming public villains at a time
when economy was the word of the
day. The hospital association took
the position that the projected
budgets were reasonable, that hos
pitals could and would defend them
to the public, and that they would
not be reduced.
3. Pressed by a deadline for £ling new
rates, Blue Cross prepared a filing
based on a projected 15% hospital
cost increase ( 3% less than hospitals
said was necessary) and submitted
it to the state director of business
regulation. This established the
probability that Blue Cross and
hospitals would be brought into the
hearings as adversaries on the matPERSPECTIVE • 3

A man in a hot seat (Michigan Blue Cross

REIMBURSEM ENT

President Bennett McCarthy) crystallizes

ter of how much costs would be
going up - also unprecedented.

what he has told state and national

4. A few days after the filing, Rhode
Island Hospital and Blue Cross an
nounced the results of the first year's
negotiations of budget under an ex
perimental prospective reimburse
ment agreement. Prominent in the
front-page story was the fact that
the hospital had agreed to a reduc
tion in its initial budget of almost
one million dollars, reducing pro
jected cost increases from an initi
ally proposed 16.9% over 1969, to an
agreed-upon 12.9% . . . well under
the 18% aggregate projections by
hospitals in the state.
5. Then a dramatic last-minute delay
of 45 days in the Blue Cross hear
ings was requested by the state
hospital association, based on a
"hope that its member hospitals
could negotiate a new kind of con
tract with Blue Cross which 'could
result in substantial savings over a
p eriod of time to the people of
Rhode Island' - and involving 'pros
pective rating' agreed upon in ad
vance for an entire year."
6. Nov. 3, 1970 - a short 19 working
days after the headline-Blue Cross
and its member hospitals submitted
to the department of business regu
lation as evidence in the hearings a
document outlining the major pro
visions of the agreement on pros
pective reimbursement.

HOW IT WORKS
Essentially, the prospective reimburse
ment agreement sits on top of and
amends a Medicare-based cost reim
bursement contract which had been in
effect for Blue Cross and its member
hospitals since October of 1966. Ele
ments of allowable cost remain similar
to tl\ose of Medicare, with the prime
exceptions being:
1. Blue Cross allows depreciation only
on a straight-line basis ( while
Medicare is somewhat more lib
eral ) , and
2. Blue Cross participates in its pro
portionate share of bad debts and
free service provided that strict col
lection procedures are followed.
4 • PERSPECTIVE

cost- control hearings :

r

�� Full disclosure and open bargaining
have begun to clear up misunderstandings.''

The agreement essentially includes the
following:
• Each hospital will submit its ap
proved budget ( with related sta
tistics, revenue projections, etc.) first
to the hospital association for peer
review and then to Blue Cross for
review and negotiations in advance
of the beginning of the fiscal year.
• Prospective payment rates for the
full fiscal year will be calculated
based on the resulting approved
budget.
• The rates hold firm for the duration
of the year, provided that utilization
of hospital services does not exceed
or fall below certain percentage
parameters built into the contract.
• At year end, a savings or loss calcu
lation is made. If the hospital's ac-

Lawrence Hill, vice president
Rhode Island Hospital

tual costs exceed the approved
budget, the hospital absorbs the loss;
if a hospital is able to operate for
less than the agreed-upon budgeted
costs as reflected in the prospective
payment rates, the hospital keeps a
portion of the "savings" or profit as
an incentive. (For the first year, the
savings are split between Blue Cross
and hospitals on a 50/50 basis. )

MORE DETAIL
All voluntary hospitals in Rhode Island
are on the same fiscal year - Oct. 1
through Sept. 30. This helps in com
paring hospital data, but it also means
that budget reviews and negotiations
for all 16 member hospitals come at the
same tim e . So, a budget reporting
"package" was designed for use by each
hospital in reporting necessary finan
cial and statistical information to Blue
Cross. The package provides for: the

THREE
REASONS
WHY
WE CAN'T
SEEM
TO CONTROL
HEALTH CARE
COSTS
#l

WE'RE ILLNESS ORIENTED.
If Americans are concerned with instant improvement
in their health, it is individually available to them, not
in any drastic overhaul of the health care system but in
proper diet, the elimination of cigarette smoking and
better personal health habits.
There has never been a system of "illness treatment" that
has produced any form of utopian success in preserving
health and life.
With so much attention given to medical care - and so
little to health education and individual responsibility

FAMILY CARE. Dr. Carroll Behrhorst n

pital in Chimaltenango1 Guatemala, whic
only 50¢ a day. The secret of this cost cm
is that the family moves in with the pa
helps with his care. They bring their owr:
and sleep on the Hoar or mats brought f
homes. People are charged according to t
ity to pay - frequently a dime or a qm
Behrhorst has trained more than 50 villa�
in the basics of medical practice; they ha,
some 22,000 people who otherwise wo
been denied care.

*

*

*

THE FAT OF THE WORLD. A state

association says that 90% of the West Ge
overweight and all are likely to die be
time. The association criticized local la
permit sausage to contain up to 50% fa
served that too many people consume
bread, noodles, potatoes and beer. . . . M
at the American Public Health Associatio:
meeting in Houston, Dr. Alfred Rimm sa
lion Americans are overweight and that
a disease that needs to be fought like c.
drugs. . . . But two Canadian scientists-b
University of Toronto - have suggested 1
be advantages in being fat, though pro
enough to offset the disadvantages. With 1
ments they found that body fat takes c
from the circulating blood and holds it in
thus keeping it from clogging the arteriE

•

*

*

PERSPEC

NEvV "vVORDS"

:or "Health Maintenance Or-

L.

"

tinchild of Dr. Paul Ellwood,
director of the American Re
n Foundation, Minneapolis
caught public and congres
:ntion in the introduction of
nts to the Social Security Act
70, then in the introduction
ialth :tvlaintenance Organiza
tance Act of 1971" by Sen.
ts ( R-N.Y. ) and Rep. Harley
D-W.Va. )

efinition ( in Rep. Staggers'
1ublic or private organization
vides to enrolled individuals
directly or through arrange
b. others . . . all those health
vhich a defined population
onably require in order to be
:l in good health . . . includ
inimum, emergency care, in
)spital and physician care,
y physician care, and out
eventive medical services . . .
angements with groups of
organized on a group prac
lvidual practice basis . . . with
I? reimbursed for its services
Dn the basis of an aggregate
or on a per capita basis."

aintenance Organization is,
often considered to be a
n for a prepaid group prac
·am such as Kaiser on the
st or the Health Insurance
ew York City. But it can, as
tggests, also involve an "in
?ractice" program, another
foundation for medical care.

1st be passed and then
1ented.

:or "Foundation for Medical
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It originated in Stockton, Calif. , in 1954
when four county medical societies
joined together to create the San Joa
quin Foundation for Medical Care.
National attention is coming from the
evangelism of the San Joaquin staff
( Dr. Donald Harrington, president,
and Boyd Thompson, administrator )
and the effort by the commercial in
surers' Health Insurance Council to
help establish foundations across the
nation.

A broad definition, since there are an
increasing variety of foundation mod
els : "An a u t o n o m ou s c o rp o r a t i o n
sponsored and organized b y a state or
county medical society concerned with
the quality and cost of medical care,
sharing three common beliefs-physi
cians must retain responsibility and
leadership in the design, administra
tion and delivery of medical services ;
medical care must be provided at a
just and equitable cost to both patient
and physician; and peer review by
medical society members must be en
couraged as an efficient mechanism to
control the rise of medical costs."

A foundation is an integral part of a
medical society ( county groups in Den 
ver, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Phoenix )
or a state society ( Georgia, Iowa,
Pennsylvania, Missouri ) - usually de
signed to prepay medicine as it is now
practiced, with maximum choice on
the part of both physician and patient.
In most cases, the foundation sets the
specifications for benefits, lets the ben
efit schedule out to bids by all health
insurers, gives approval when insurers
meet the specifications, reviews med
ical practice in both the doctor's office
and the hospital, then reviews claims
submitted.

It stands for "Certified Hospital Admis
sion Program."

It was developed in October, 1969, by
the Medical Care Foundation of the
Sacramento Medical Society, using
doctors and nurses to approve hospi
talization in advance of the admitting
date.

A definition, from SPENCER RESEARCH
REPORTS : "A preadmission program,
certifying the carrier's fiscal responsi
bility for elective hospitalization for a
certain number of days , based on
diagnosis and age."

Although 600 of the 750 physicians in
the Sacramento area are enrolled in
CHAP, hospital admissions by all phy
sicians serving an enrolled group of
persons must be approved in advance
. . . and, if the admission is not author
ized, the carrier has the authority to
deny payment altogether or to cut back
payment to 75% of charges. To date,
CHAP's recommendations have been
followed. A big advantage, says CHAP,
is that it "prevents mistakes instead of
merely observing them."

It stands for "Professional Standards
Review Organization."

It began as the American Medical As
sociation's Professional Review Organ
ization and changed to PSRO when
Sen. Wallace Bennett ( R-Utah ) sub
mitted a bill in 1970 to require peer
review on all Medicare cases. Under
PRO, physicians were to do the review;
under PSRO, non-physicians could do
the review, using standards set by phy
sicians, and approving some elective
hospital cases in advance of admission.

A definition : any "non-profit profes
sional society of physicians engaged in
practice or any public, non-profit, pri
vate or other agency or organization
both willing and capable of performing
professional review of Medicare ad
missions on the basis of medical neces
sity, quality of care, and provision of
service." Bennett secs PSRO eventually
replacing hospital-based committees,
as soon as "there is solid proof that the
new organizations can do better"; the
present review system and P S R O
would work concurrently for two years,
with Medicare intermediaries and car
r i e rs expected to a b i d e by P S R O
findings .
Laws must be passed and then be
implemented.

hospital's actual operating expense
budget for the previous fiscal year bro
ken down by general ledger account
and by cost center . . . actual expenses
to date compared to projected expenses
broken down by month and by the
same categories . . . projected expenses
( budgeted) for the coming fiscal year,
again broken down by month and by
cost center . . . capital budget for the
previous year, current year, and com
ing year . . . revenue offsets . . . and pro
jected operating statistics compared to
the previous and current year's statis
tics in all in-patient and out-patient ser
vice areas.
In addition, the package calls for iden
tification and explanation of any expan
sions ( facilities, services or programs ) ,
with costs , p ersonnel, facilities and
equipment itemized.
Once each hospital's budget has been
approved by its board and the "pack
age" completed, the information is first
submitted to the hospital association
for "peer review." A committee com
posed of representatives . from other
hospitals goe s over e ach hospital's
budget, suggesting areas for possible
savings, picking up questionable items
before B lu e Cross p erusal . B udgets
then go back to individual hospitals to
again be passed on by trustees before
submission to B lue Cross.
The Blue Cross staff, assisted bv an
outside consulting firm, goes over 'each
hospital's total budget by department
and category of expense, as well as
projected statistics for the year. Each
hospital's projected expenses are com
pared with its own historical experi
ence; then compared with experience
of other comparable hospitals, and fi
nally compared with guideline "indi
cators." Blue Cross seeks justification
particularly for additional personnel,
documentation of need for new or ex
panded programs and services, and ex
planation of any cost or statistical item
that appears out of line.
In the event that Blue Cross and the
hospital fail to agree on a projected
budget, the contract provides for a
three-man arbitration panel, with hos
pitals selecting one outside impartial
expert, Blue Cross selecting one, and
the two together selecting a third.

now have something
to say about the
kind of medical
care it wants and feels
it can afford. , ,
Daniel McKinnon, chairman
Health Services Council

program billings, with payment at the
pre-established percentage of actual
billed charges. Separate RCC's are cal
culated for in-patient and out-patient •
ancillaries.
The hospital agrees to "live within" the
prospective rates as long as the follow
ing utilizatio� parameters hold :
• patient days ( total ) - plus or minus
2%,
• ancillary services (based on reve
nue ) - plus or minus 10%,
• deliveries - plus or minus 5%,

The built-in timetable provides for:
• budgets to . begin flowing to Blue
Cross from peer review by June 15;
• at least half the budgets to be sub
mitted by June 30 and the other half
by July 15; and
• negotiations to be completed with all
hospitals by Aug. 15.
Once an operating expense budget is
agreed to by Blue Cross and the hos
pital, the budget and all related statis
tical projections are submitted to the
Micah Corp., Ann Arbor, Mich., for
allocation of projected costs to the var
ious revenue-producing departments.
I n t h e p r o c e s s , B lu e C r o s s n o n 
allowable exp enses a r e sorted out.
When the Micah data is returned, Blue
Cross then is able to calculate pro
spective payment rates for the year,
broken into four segments : an "adult
controlled rate" for routine in-patient
services, based on a relationship of
projected in-patient days to projected
routine care costs . . . nursery and de
livery room "controlled rates" based on
projected nursery days and projected
deliveries, again related to projected
costs . . . p er-visit controlled rates
for out-patient emergency care and mi
nor surgery visits . . . and separate RCC
( ratio of costs to charges ) percentages
for reimbursement of ancillary services.
In practice, the hospital establishes a
schedule of charges for ancillary ser
vice items based on projected expen
ses, and guarantees not to change the
charges for the full year. Blue Cross's
monthly reimbursement is based on

• out-patient visits - plus or minus 5%,
and
• home care visits - plus or minus 5%.
The system puts a premium on current
comprehensive reporting by hospitals.
The agreement provides for each hos
pital to submit monthly financial state
m e n t s t o B l u e C ro s s , m o n t h l y
comparisons o f actual experience to
budget projections by department, and
quarterly Micah runs comparing actual
costs and revenue to budgeted costs
and revenue. A computerized system
is being developed to simplify monitor
ing of individual hospital experience.
The agreement provides that either the
hospital or Blue Cross may reopen con
tract negotiations and request a change
in agreed-on payment rates if one or
more p arameters is exceeded. The
guidelines for reopening require:
• that the request for reopening be in
writing and fully justified;
• that the reasons for variance be
tween actual and budgeted costs,
revenues or volumes be fully ex
plained;
• that the effect on budgeted cost or
revenue be demonstrated as lasting
and not merely temporary, and
• that the effect on agreed-on rates be
calculated. If the two parties agree
on a change in one or more rates,
that particular line item is "closed
out" and any gains or losses are held
until the end of the year for inclusion
PERSPECTIVE • 5
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REIMBURSEMENT
in the final gain or loss calculation.
If the parties cannoi; agree on either
a date or amount of change, the con
tract provides for arbitration.
Assuming no parameters are exceeded
during the year, the year-end gain or
loss calculation is simple. Essentially,
budgeted expense is compared to ac
tual expense, and if the latter exceeds
the former, the hospital absorbs the
'1oss." If the hospital was able to op
erate at less than budgeted expense,
Blue Cross actual days or services are
related to total days or services to pro
duce a participation ratio, and then the
savings applicable to the Blue Cross
portion of the hospital's total business
are split 50/50. A sample gain or loss
calculation is:

��The end result will be
a healthier health care system and
better control of costs.,,

Four New "Words" To Add To Your Health-Care Vocab1

Arthur Hanley, president
Rhode Island Blue Cross

�

1. Calculation of Savings - In-patient
Routine Services

Total budget expense
Total actual expense

Total budget days

Total actual days

Blue Cross actual days

$5,000,000

$4,500,000
100,000

110,000
30,000

$50
Budget per diem
( $5,000,000 ---c- 100,000 )

(a) $5,000,000 -$4,500,000 = $500,000
total savings

(b) 30,000----:--110,000 = 27.3% Blue Cross
participation

( c) $500,000 x .273 = $136,500 Blue
Cross savings
( d) $68,250 (50%) refund to Blue Cross

2. Calculation of Savings - In-patient
Ancillaries
Total budget expense

Total actual expense

Total budget revenue
Total actual revenue

Blue Cross actual
claims expense

$ 950,000

$ 925,000
$ 975,000

$1,000,000

$ 500,000

(a) $1,000,000---c- $975,000 = 1.026 uti
lization increase factor
(b) $950,000 x 1.026 = $974,700 budget
expense adjusted for utilization
6 • PERSPECTIVE

( c) $974,700 -$925,000 = $49,700 total
savings

ernmental control, and a desire to re
main as self-directed as possible."

(d) $500,000---c- $1,000,000 = 50% Blue
Cross participation

One m easurement of the p ace of
change is hospital peer review : a year
ago Blue Cross speculated on hospitals'
willingness to share budget figures;
now representatives from other hos
pitals carefully review each institution's
planned operation, both significant de
partures from the past because hospital
finance has been the subject of a com
petitive institutional identity that has
not encouraged even disclosure, much
less scrutiny by peers.

(e) $49,700 x 50% = $24,850 refunded
to Blue Cross

WHAT IT ALL MEANS
"The hospitals' public was calling for
change," says Jerome Sapolsky, execu
tive director of Miriam Hospital in
Providence and a negotiating team
member. "Individual accomplishment
by an institution was not so important
as getting hospitals together to make
the most of available resources. Two
basic factors motivated all of the nego
tiators: a conviction that patients ( the
public ) would not best be served in an
atmosphere of possibly repressive gov-

Hospital people both hope and believe
the new system will affect costs.
However, Sapolsky observes that not
all hospitals are ready either to under
stand the processes involved or to han
dle accurate budgeting and reporting

Health care and costs may well be the favorite topic in party conversation these days.

And, at such a party, the uninitiated is likely to be bombarded with a barrage of words and letters that
speaker has far more clearly in mind than anyone who's listening. Such a monologue could well sound like t
"When we get HMO's and FMC's that follow the CHAP model, the PSRO function will be more intensive t
in the past." All of which deserves elaborate translation.

* * *

PERSPECTIVE provides these capsule definitions of HMO, FMC, CHAP and PSRO . . . because they will bee.
common to every reader's health-care vocabulary before another national election is concluded.
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'ITALS & POLLUTION
s reduced about five-to-one; but weight is some
ually increased because of large quantities of
t can't be efficiently extracted.
)elines can be used for transportation of waste
sposal site, wet-pulping is a practical and attrac10d, since hauling costs can be eliminated. If
mot be transported by pipeline, however, wet
s not generally an economically sound alterna1er systems, because of problems of weight and
izing. Moreover, wet-pulped containers are both
nd expensive to handle for most municipal dis
s.
ing, disposal systems still have the difficulty of
mrgically removed tissues and other pathological
1me hospitals use a modified version of the house
-waste grinder, but many municipalities are re
' allow the waste product from the grinder to
r sewage and disposal systems, even where pre
tre taken to reduce the danger of contamination
vaste produced. In fact, most studies have shown
nly perfectly safe method of dealing with these
through the use of a pathological incinerator,
ls about $5,000 to the initial cost of an y hospital
ystem.

ED ARNO'S
HEALTH INSURANCE GALLERY

I

�
!

" The ' get-well' cards from my hospitalization insurance

seem to be tak ing on a tone of menace. "

� something" about the smoke would likely cost
with incineration "too much money," and put
t back on the merry-go-round. This merry-go
iously has no brass ring. ■
'ECTIVE

Hanley, who acted as a member of the
federal task force advising HEW on
Medicaid and other current problems
in the delivery of health services, says
"administrators, doctors and hospital
trustees are more than aware of the
need to provide more and better medi
cal care. They have not, unfortunately,
been equally aware of the need to con
trol costs. It becomes the duty and
function of third parties to insist, al
most single-mindedly, that cost be kept
in reasonable perspective."
Rhode Island Hospital's Larry Hill has
stopped all hiring without approval
from his office, has required that nurs
ing schedules be rearranged to curtail
overtime, and - at the direction of his
board - has begun work with a man
agement consulting firm to analyze the
use of manpower in every department,
. "devising ways and means of doing
things better."
Hill says full disclosure and open bar
gaining have begun to clear up mis
understandings: "We went in feeling
that this kind of negotiation was a
major step forward in making more
credible and realistic the financial re
lationship between hospitals and Blue
Cross. Negotiations were tough, in some
instances hard, but always honest."

ttely - for the environment, at least - the cost
:ates most hospitals' choices of disposal systems.
iancially strapped urban hospital the considera
to be ( public relations notwithstanding) "which
11 satisf y pollution codes cheapest," not "which
ll do no harm to the environment."
·e of such hospitals will usually be incineration.
y of studies done on the subject show it to be
the most economical system, although it may
greater initial cost to the hospital than other
t also offers the advantage of dealing with refuse
L1t where it was produced; there is no danger of
.tion being carried into the community. But there
As the executive director of a large, urban air
agency says: "Most really knowledgeable men
m that the best method of disposing of hospital
ncineration, and that means doing something
smoke that comes out of the hospital chimney.
ff the incinerator and sending the garbage to the
p - treated, untreated, compacted, direct haul
er - is only painting the parts of the house that

mechanisms. Still he admits that the
pressure is on to adapt systems quickly.

" I 'm sorry, but under the terms of your group policy,
you don ' t collect unless the entire group is sick. "

SELF- INSURED
AUTO COVERAGE
COMING SOON?
The 750,000 members of the Ohio
AFL-CIO are expected to get a self
insured auto insurance program.
The big labor group says it will set up
its own auto insurance agency "because
we want to make decent rates available
to our members." Expected savings are
20% of current charges, maybe $50 a
year per motorist.
A non-profit agency will be financed
through sale of stock, and "market sur
veys show a tremendous demand . . .
90,000 policies the first year."

"I had two growths removed - one from my chest and
most of my savings investments.

Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Michigan and
Indiana members of the Ohio AFL-CIO
will also be able to buy the coverage.
And, later, non-union members will be
pennitted to join.

Public response to the new system has
encouraged both hospitals and Blue
Cross that they made the right move.
Daniel F. McKinnon, chairman of the
state health department's health ser
vices council, foresees a "new ball
game" and two-fold significance to pro
spective reimbursement:
"In the first place, it eliminates the
evils of a system under which the hos
pitals have been guaranteed virtually
full repayment of their expenditures,
regardless of their reasonableness. It
gives Blue Cross, as the representative
of the consumers, new negotating lev
erage and provides the hospitals with
incentives for economy. But perhaps
even more far-reaching is the intro
duction of the principle that the com
munity, through Blue Cross, will have
something to say before the final deci
sions are made, about the kind of med
ical care it wants and feels it can afford.
In the past the hospital determined
what it would provide, how much of it
would be provided, where it would be
provided, when it would be provided,
who would be permitted to provide it,
who would be permitted to receive it,
and how much the consumer would
pay for it. In short, the hospital decided
what the community needed and the
extent to which it would respond. With
a third party involved in budget devel
opment, however, the situation changes
radically. The consumer has an oppor
tunity to question proposed expendi
tures. This means the insurer is
participating in the determination of
the kind, quantity and quality of care.
And who has a better right to partici
pate? It is the consumer's dollar which
is paying for that care and, more im
portant, it is his health about which de
cisions are being made."
Hanley sums it all up: "By its very na
ture, prospective negotiation of hospi
tal payment rates will set the cost con
cerns of Blue Cross ( representing the
people) against the quality of care con
cerns of health professionals ( also rep
resenting the people in another sense).
While the process may be difficult,
there is no question in our minds that
the end result will be a healthier health
care system, a more adequately bal
anced response to the people's true
health care needs, and better control
of costs."

EYE - OPENERS

MON STE R ? "Our health care
delivery system is a Frankenstein
monster built on Rube Goldberg
principles," says Pennsylvania In
surance Commissioner Herbert
Denenberg, "but we cannot sur
render to despair. We must work
to improve the system."
*

*

*

" W H O PP I N G I N S U RA N C E
COSTS HIT HOME," was the
headline under which the pub
lishers of BUSI N ES S I NSUR ANCE
magazine a few issues back an
nounced "a whopping 61% increase
in its own group health insurance
premiums . . . symptomatic of
problems facing practically all em
ployers as they renew existing
health contracts this year." Con
necticut General delivered the bad
news, and it made page one.
*

*

*

HALF A STORY. The JOURNAL of
the South Carolina Medical Asso
ciation charges that federal offi
cials who are trying to blame the
medical profession for the soaring
costs of Medicare and Medicaid
are telling the public only half the
story. The article points out that
while the government's annual
health bill has jumped to an "out
rageous" $22.5 billion, Americans
are spending almost as much 
$21.l billion - each year on beer,
wine and whiskey.
PERSPECTNE •
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ant problems of sanitation are being transported into the
external environment.

MEDICAMERA
PARTICLES
FOR
EMPHYSEMA
This new ultrasonic nebulizer effectively
treats respiratory ailments such as emphy
sema and cystic fibrosis by generating high
frequency sound energy that in turn dis
integrates liquid medication into minute
particles- -several times smaller than ordi
nary steam droplets-for inhalation therapy.
First of its kind to prevent cross contamina
tion of patients, it uses a specially designed,
disposable polyethelene container in which
the medicant is both stored and nebulized.
The resulting fog is administered to the
patient through a mask or oxygen tent.
Devel oped by the Instr uments & Life
Support Division, Bendix Corp., Davenport,
Iowa, it sells for $400.

To Check-Up Or Not To Check-Up?
Dr. Morris Collen of the Kaiser Permanente medical care program says that middle-aged males who have periodic health
checkups don't get sick as often as men who don't have the checkup. Dr. Collen is a pioneer in multiphasic screening which
he says reduces the cost for an examination from the usual $75-$100 to $20-$25 - and saves time for both doctor and patient.
After studying 10,000 men for five years, the researcher said he found a significant decrease in disease among those who
had periodic exams compared with another group who had not.
*

*

*

"'

A survey taken by the Wickert Institute showed that more than 70% of all automobile owners in West Germany had their
vehicles checked regularly, while only 25% of adult Germans had regular health checks.

*

*

Dr. Jonathan Stoltz of Philadelphia, writing to the editor of TIME magazine, says: "Taking many of the inequities of the
health industry for granted, the problem often centers on one thing: Americans, given the choice, would often rather pay
to repair their cars or TV's than themselves."
*

*

*

The national Head Start pre-school program for needy children, in its new health program called "Health Start," will
emphasize screenings, physical examinations, immunizations, routine lab tests, specialized tests where needed, plus dental,
eye and ear exams . . . especially for children not presently served by Head Start.
8 • PERSPECTIVE

Few new methods of final disposal have been developed,
so hospitals have added new twists to old methods in an
effort to reduce pollution. For those hospitals retaining
the use of their incinerators, the addition of a secondary
combustion chamber reduces air pollution by changing
soot-laden smoke to carbon dioxide, a chemical which is
relatively harmless except in extremely heavy concentra
tion. In addition, several companies have begun market
ing improved Hue-gas cleaners which eliminate virtually
all ash particles from smoke in the stack.
Once again, however, disposables have created a new and
major problem associated with incineration. Many dispos
ables use plastic as a base, and the incineration of many
plastics produces hydrochloric acid vapor ( which becomes
hydrochloric acid in the lungs when inhaled ) and phos
gene ( a chemical used as a base for many wartime nerve
gases ) . Acid vapors may be removed - expensively - by
the use of a gas scrubber which treats the combustion
gases with water spray ( removing Hy ash in the process,
as well ) ; but the contaminated water which results from
this process must then be treated to remove the harmful
effects of acid concentration, either by the addition of
small amounts of soda ash or by increasing the £ow of
uncontaminated water in the sewage system.

ation entirely. Charles Fossler, director of bu:
grounds for Miami's 305-bed Baptist Hospital,
the elimination of incineration by use of corr;
"the most significant accomplishment that we l
in the area of pollution control." He explains :
"Not only has it helped the pollution probler
has also reduced our operating costs. The i
tor was a seven-day operation, so that cons
labor was saved. The area in which the inc
was housed, an 18x20 room, was renovated
pital use. The above changes were made po�
the lease-purchase of a 30-cubic-yard con
unit. The cost per month of this unit is only
more than paying for open-type dumpsters tc
the overflow from the incinerator. The entir
tion has proven itself to be a very sanitary �
nomically sound project. The 30-yard conl
removed once a week by a private waste cc
and replaced with an empty unit."

Some plastics, not entirely combustible, merely melt, clog
ging the incinerator machinery. These non-combustible
plastics are disposed of in a variety of ways:
• Bricking reduces plastics (not applicable to a non
plastic waste materials) to one-tenth their original vol
ume by compression at high temperature.
• High-densit y compaction reduces plastics and other
waste materials to one-eighth their original volume.
• Low-density compaction reduces waste materials to
one-third their original volume.
• Non-compaction hauling amounts to removal of waste
"as is" to a sanitary landfill or other point of final
disposal.
"Bricking" has the additional advantage of solving the
problem of what to do with syringes and needles. It allows
the needle to be safely imbedded in the brick of melted
_J? lastic, permanently secure from addicts or others who
might use it illegally and dangerously.
Compaction has proved in some instances to be a feasible
alternative for hospitals interested in abandoning inciner-

Unfortunately, say the ecologists, no operation
volves a landfill as a final disposal point adequ
with the problem of pathological waste. Mia
has solved this problem to their satisfaction
such materials in airtight plastic containers and
ing them to the county incinerator on a weekly
Another method of waste paper disposal - but
an expensive one - is wet-pulping, which coml
ing and water extraction to reduce the volum•
PERSPE<

LIVES SAVED

vs.

DOLLARS SPENT

transporting
emergency
patients

A heart attack vidim is flown from a remote logging camp to Virginia Mason Hospital, Seattle.

,sPITALS
LLUTION :

td heat on a merry- go -round

are in a unique (and precarious) position con1llution, perhaps in a dead heat on a merry-goair pollution alone cost consumers as much as
- $600 for a family of four. If air pollution
alved just in the major U.S. cities, $2 billion in
th costs could be saved.

1

the incinerator of even a monolithic urban
1s far less pollution potential than a steel mill
1 factory - but the arena is public relations, not
titation, and as guardian of the public health,
.1 must be exemplary: it must ideally do nothing
:r the health balance in the environment.
:ms are staggering. The creation of new, dispos1cts - surgical gowns and masks, food contain
s and syringes, even disposable bedsheets - was
for the hospital, in terms of sanitation. Yet the
products has almost doubled the national aver
se produced ( from less than 10 pounds to more
'ECTIVE

than 18 pounds per bed, per day) and hospitals using all
of the disposables available to them report that daily
waste production is 2½ times higher ( an average of 25
pounds per bed).
Admittedly, most of the pollution problems faced by hos
pitals are contained within the hospital's walls:
• danger of contamination from contagious patients;
• infection of post-operative patients;
• noise from machinery, staff and patients, and
• needles and syringes ( coveted by addicts and drug
"pushers").
With the present emphasis on air pollution, however,
many hospitals - particularly in smog-ridden urban areas
- have discontinued ( or want to discontinue) incinera
tion, with the result that mountains of waste and attend-

..

---------------------�--------- ---
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EMERGENCY TRANSPORTATION
"Probably no American community can lay claim to main
tenance of a model of first aid, sorting, communication and
transportation comparable to that of the armed services."
That statement from the National Research Council is sup
ported by consultants returning from Korea and Vietnam
who have publicly asserted that men seriously wounded in
combat have better chances of survival than they would if
injured on the average city street.
During World War I, 8% of the battle casualties carried to
a hospital by hand litter and ground ambulance died of
their wounds ; during World War II this figure dropped to
4.5%. Excellence of initial first aid and introduction of the
helicopter du"ring the Korean conflict dropped the casualty
death rate to 2.5% ( of the 20,000 evacuated to hospitals ) .
And i n Vietnam it i s less than 2%, largely because o f speed
ier helicopters which fly 125-150 miles per hour ( com
pared with 90 MPH during Korea ) .

s;::
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This "flying amb ulance" (so-called because it was sent info battle fast)
was invented by Napoleon's chief surgeon.

Military medicine born on the battlefield has contributed
much to the development of medical science. The Greeks
excelled in war surgery- extracting arrows, using iron in
struments and stopping hemorrhages with tourniquets made
of plant roots. Likewise, surgeons were a part of the armies
of ancient Rome, Egypt and India.
Field hospitals, called ambulancias, were set up by the
queen of Spain in 1487, and by the 16th century Spain had
an extraordinary medical service, even including a hospital
ship. During the Renaissance, French military surgery was
particularly brilliant and was taught at the Paris Academy
of Surgery. Transport to improve the lot of the wounded
was organized during the Napoleonic wars and the chief
surgeon of the Grand Armee invented a light horsedrawn
"flying ambulance," so-called because he sent it into the
battle as soon as it began and not after it was over. He
advocated immediate amputation to avoid gangrene and
during one battle in 1812 he performed 200 amputations 74% of them successful.

I
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Any child born today has a far better chance of reaching
adulthood than his grandfather had. In 1900 a non-white
male infant had only a 50-50 chance of surviving his first
20 years; 94% of all non-white males born today have that
expectancy. Even with this improvement, however, his
chances are considerably less than those of his white
counterpart : 96.3% of all white male babies will survive
to age 20. Similarly, 95.5% of the non-white female infants
born today will live to become adults, while 97.5% of all
white female children will reach the same age.
*

Horsedrawn amb ulance is typical of those used in th e 1 890's.

*

This 1 925 amb ulance
was known as the
Aristocrat of I n valid Cars. "

two-thirds of the nation's children "'are getti1
inadequate medical care." Weil blames inadeg
power, poor financing and, finally, public pi
entry into the health care system" for what he ca
health care crisis."

Weil' s contention that care is needed but una
statistically substantiated by the fact that, althou
child is more likely to be hospitalized, a non-wl
stay in the hospital is likely to be twice as long.
the "sickest" children - those with the most c
stricted activity and the most physician visits - '.
parents with an average annual income of ovc
and whose education includes at least one year

*

*

THE CHANCE
OF NEEDING MEDICAL CARE
Statistics on medical care for U.S. children are consider
ably more confusing than mortality and life expectancy
figures. Since non-white children are statistically more apt
to die in their first year of life, and have less chance of
reaching adulthood, and have a shorter life expectancy
than white children, it logically follows that they would
be more apt to require medical attention, and have a
greater number of acute medical conditions. Yet the aver
age number of physician visits for a non-white child is two
per year, while the national average is 3.6. In fact, less than
half of America's non-white children see a doctor at all
during an average year, while 71% of all white children
make visits to their physicians.

The British and the Germans also contributed much to
battlefield medicine and the Japanese developed quick and
effective methods of evacuating and treating the wounded
during the Russo-Japanese war of 1905. The French used
air transport for wounded soldiers in 1915 and during
World War II more than one million military patients were
carried by air.
And these military medical innovations have often been
pressed into practice back home, especially the methods
of evacuating the wounded from the scene of an accident.
Civilian emergency transportation has come a long way
since medical carriages scurried up to the emergency door
of New York City's Bellevue Hospital where the first am
bulance service in the world was established in 1869.

THE CHANCE
OF REACHING AGE 20

But this seems not because non-white children are sick
less often than white children. Dr. William Weil, a Uni
versity of Michigan professor of medicine, calculates from
the National Health Survey that at least "25% of the health
care required for children is not being delivered," and that

*

*

THE CHANCE OF A LONG
Non-white men have the shortest life expect2
Americans; they can expect to live only about 6
six years less than white men (67 years), 13 yea.1
white women and non-white women both (74.2 :
almost 10 years less than the national avern
Americans of both sexes.

*

*

*

Why does such disparity exist?
■ One narrow view : the American health delivc
■ Another, broader view : the structure of the
society.
■ A third, perhaps more credible view: m�
economical and cultural factors, none of wh
corrected by a single approach.
Until a view is agreed upon, and until solutions
U.S. health statistics will continue to be "a chilc
black and white."

■

PERSPEt

THE CHANCE OF BEING BORN

White people have less "percentage-wise" chance of being born than black
people. In 1969 the birth rate (for all races) rose from the 1968 rate of 17.5
births per 1000 population, to 17.7 - the first increase in the U.S. birth rate
since 1958. But while the birth rate for white babies was less than the national
average - about 16.9 births per 1,000 - the rate among blacks was over 25
per 1,000. In other words, for every 1,000 black parents, three children are
born for the two born to every 1,000 white parents.
*

*

*

In addition to reflecting the racial disparity in U.S. health statistics, the birth
rate reflects cultural variations. It is true for both white and non-white women
that, as her educational attainment increases, the chances of a mother having
more than two children are lessened. For example, 28% of all white mothers
having their first or second babies had not completed high school, compared
with 43% of all non-white mothers. But, among mothers having their third or
higher-order child, 41% of all white mothers had not finished the 12th grade,
and two-thirds of other mothers had failed to reach that educational level.

D'S STUDY

*

*

*

THE CHANCE OF DYING IN INFANCY

As birth rates vary by race, and by education within races, infant mortality
rates vary widely by individual state, and by race within states. Last year,
too, the national statistical gap between races widened for the first time since
1960. Overall, the 1970 infant mortality rate improved from the previous year,
to 19.8 deaths per 1,000 births. While the mortality rate for white infants fell
slightly (from 18.8 to 18.0), the non-white rate increased (from 32.3 to 32.5).
A sampling of statistics from individual states reflects this variation, and points
up wide variations among the states' rates as well:
1969 Rank

State

Utah

New Hampshire
Pennsylvania
West Virginia
Mississippi
,

•

Irr

J1I

( 1)
( 17)
(27)
(43)
(50)

Average Rate

16.6
20.6
22.3
25.2
33.5

White

16.2
20.1
19.9
24.8
22.8

Non-White

28.8
150.0
39.2
33. 1
47.4

A hundred years after that first ambulance service, few
cities have really first-class ambulance service. Baltimore
employs highly trained full-time ambulance attendants
with modem vehicles and equipment as a separate mission
of the fire department. University Hospital there was the
first in the U.S. to open a 12-bed accident care unit de
signed to provide immediate, top-quality care for accident
victims. The $2½ million facility, including a heliport, op
erates 24 hours a day.

B

Eugene Baxter, director of the health facilities licensure for
the Oklahoma State Department of Health, cites some
economical alternatives for such communities to consider :
• offer to subsidize funeral directors to help them continue
the service;
• contract with nearby big-city ambulance operators to
extend service;
• offer a franchise to anyone who wishes to provide the
service fulltime;
• provide service from local police and fire departments;
• establish a volunteer service, or

Now the city has an elite ambulance corps of 63 emergency
medical technicians manning 10 vehicles. The ambulances
are specially designed boxes mounted on standard pick-up
truck chassis; their equipment and drugs meet all pub
lished standards. Four vehicles are at hospitals, :five at
firehouses and one in reserve. The technicians get a 20-hour
review of first aid, 30 hours of lectures and demonstrations
on advanced procedures, 100 hours of in-hospital training
and 30 hours in a coronary care unit. Dr. Roy Baker, med
ical advisor to the rescue squad, says, ''These men are run
ning the best mobile CCU's in the world."
And all of this has been done at the same time that Jack
sonville extended its corporate limits to encompass all of
Duval County, making it geographically the largest city in
the world- 848 square miles. The cost for a year : $654,000,
about 76¢ per resident.
Jacksonville municipal service is not the dominant ap
proach nationally :
• Approximately 50% of the nation's ambulance services are
provided by 12,000 funeral homes, mainly in the South
and Midwest.
• Commercial :firms predominate along the Pacific Coast
( and in 15% of all areas of the country ) .
• Volunteer groups are most often found on the Atlantic
Coast and the West.
• Municipal services lead in the East and New England.
But many communities have been faced with finding alter
native ambulance service during the past few years as more
and more funeral directors have discontinued the service.
Their reasons : higher costs resulting from the new wage
and hour laws . . . increased cost of owning good equipment
. . . the shortage of experienced personnel. ( In North Caro
lina 83% of the ambulance service in 1965 was by 1,200
undertakers; today only 120 of them operate ambulances. )

• organize a new governmental department for this spe
cific service.
vVinfield, Kan., working through city-owned William New
ton Memorial Hospital, chose the last method to solve its
problem, and the arrangement has worked quite well. An
ambulance supervisor ( who had Navy first-aid training )
and an assistant ( a hospital orderly ) were hired fulltime;
two used ambulances were purchased and equipped with
two-way radios; a garage/ office structure was built at the
hospital at a cost of $10,500. Total ambulance expenses,
including salaries, for the first year were $19,558. The city
provided enough money for initial costs ; now a one-mill
tax levy subsidizes patient charges ranging from $15 to
$27.50 per call. The tax subsidy amounts to only about
$600 per month - contrasting favorably with the subsidies
( ranging from $20,000 to $38,000 per year ) asked by private
operators.
"Most ambulances in this country are unsuitable, have in
complete fixed equipment, carry inadequate supplies and
are manned by untrained attendants," says the Committee
on Emergency Medical Services of the National Research
Council. A University of Iowa study in that state revealed
that only half of its undertaker-ambulance services re
quired any first-aid training for prospective employees; 80%
had no regular in-service training; 48% gave no £rst aid for
bad cases before the patient was picked up; 29% gave none
at all; 60% carried no splints ; only 48% cleaned medical
equipment after use. The Iowa report is typical of condi
tions in other states, according to the study's author.
Why is the general quality of ambulance services so low?
Dr. Henry Huntley, director of emergency health services
for the Public Health Service, says, "I think there's only one
problem, and it's economic. We're getting used to the $100a-day hospital room, but the public in general has not
accepted that if you're going to be given effective emer
gency care in the first hour, it's going to cost about $75 on
the average across the country . . . . The £rst job is to edu
cate the public that what happens in that first hour may be
more important than all that follows . . . . On the basis of
our present knowledge, it is probably true that a dollar
PERSPECTIVE • 1 1
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spent in this area would bring a greater return in the pre
vention of death and disability than a dollar spent in any
other way."
More than two million accident victims are hospitalized in
the U.S. each year; of the 50,000 who die in these accidents,
a third of the fatalities occur at the scene, in the ambulance
or within minutes after arrival at a hospital.
In its report, "Medical Requirements for Ambulance De
sign and Equipment," the NRC committee states that the
most commonly used emergency vehicles - a mortician's
hearse or a modilied station wagon - simply do not have
space for two severely injured persons and the necessary
equipment to give medical care en route. "Action must be
taken to develop and enforce nationwide standards for am
bulance service," says the committee.
Only 10 states have statutes prescribing required am
bulance equipment - although the National Traffic and
Motor Safety Act of 1966 set national standards for am
bulance design and construction and the Highway Safety
Act of 1966 provides for standards for used motor vehicles
and for emergency services.
And the National Research Council says a vehicle should
not be called an ambulance unless it is designed, built,
equipped and staffed to cope with emergencies outside the
hospital.
The American Medical Association and the U.S. Junior
Chamber of Commerce have teamed up in a nationwide
campaign to improve community emergency health serv
ices. The Jaycees will survey the availability and quality of
emergency care in their communities; state and local medi
cal societies will advise.

EMERGENCY COSTS
Charles Eisenhardt, Jr., chairman of the board of Cincin
nati's Hess & Eisenhardt Co., world's oldest builder of
ambulances and funeral cars, has some firm thoughts on
ambulance design. His firm is considered the "Cadillac" of
the industry ( making up to 100 ambulances of approximate
ly 2,000 per year produced by all U.S. manufacturers ) and,
indeed, uses only Cadillac chassis on which to build custom
made models costing up to $25,000 each.
"It is inconceivable to me," says Eisenhardt, "that a com
munity is willing to spend $75,000 for a fine piece of quality
fire-fighting apparatus and yet be willing to accept a con
verted truck costing perhaps $10,000 for ambulance service."
He explains that a long wheelbase is essential for an "easy
ride" to prevent medical complications - such as a ruptured
kidney or fractured back- which can result from jolting.
( Cadillac is the only firm which makes one long enough to
provide 95 inches of interior vehicle length-and trucks have
the shortest possible wheelbase, designed not for smooth
12 • PERSPECTIVE
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·getting health
M uch emergency medical care given on the sce ne is by well-meaning b ut
untrained amb ulance attendants. B ut some life squads (like the one shown
here} are well trained . . .

rides but for maneuvering into tight spots. ) 'We've got to
stop thinking of our sick and injured citizens as cargo," says
the ambulance maker.
Residents in Rancho Sante Fe, Calif., might not agree.
The community is too small ( 2,700 residents ) to have
its own hospital but it solved the problem with a specially
designed, low-cost ( $15,000 ) , mobile emergency room.
It is a standard step-in delivery van, high enough to stand
in. It can be used day or night for on-the-spot emergency
care, including minor surgery, and meets every require
ment of the "ideal ambulance" established by the task
force on ambulance service of the National Research
Council. Maintained by the town's fire department, it
serves as a hospital emergency room, coronary care unit
or operating room and to take a patient to a nearby
hospital.
Willard Hess, president of the Cincinnati firm, enumerates
four kinds of ambulances :
1 . pure transportation ( patient going home, to another
hospital, nursing home, etc. ) ;
2. emergency use ( can administer first aid, handle any
emergency ) ;
3. "super" ambulances ( with maximum, sophisticated, life
saving equipment ) , and

Statistics are impersonal. They describ(
cumstance. And when statistics deal wi
nebulous concepts as life expectancy or tht
of being born, they are doubly unperson
understandably difficult to get excited al
average term of illness for a million childn
your son hasn't been near a hospital sine
sillectomy five years ago. Siinilarly, to a
with four healthy children, 20 babies d
every 1,000 born may not seem terribly b:
Tragedy is an enormously personal thing.
in instances, not vague "chance" or '
stance." It is much easier to see the tra
the U.S. infant mortality rate if one of t
infants from the definitional 1,000 is yo
It's much easier to see the tragedy in any
if the instance described was yours. Tl
more than 21 million Americans - black
and Asian - whose health status is reflc
the non-white statistics below, but the
have the most validity for the determinan
the nearly 20 million blacks who are the
derance, more than 90%, of the non-whi1
lation in the U. S. It is easiest for them tc
tragedy described by American health s
for to them that tragedy is a very real, v
sonal thing. □ Cold, iinpersonal, unpr1
statistics do not lie. A black infant is less
live out his first year, less likely to reac
hood, and can expect a life several yean
than his white counterpart. Some obser
these health statistics do not truly de
health problem . . . that the statistical
product of factors such as poverty, ec
distribution of the population, etc. Whe
problem is social, cultural, political, r:
whatever, it is nevertheless a problem t
n o t b e d e n i e d ; the s t a t i s t i c al gap
PERSPECTIVE documents the dimensions
gap, to show the disparity, to describe ·
of American health, to do "a child's study
and white."
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. . . being born, livin and
. . . preventing deaths through b etter em er

and h a v e taken many hours of instruction from the Red Cross and other

and administering IV solutions

agencies in such vital areas as preliminary diagnosis, cardiopulmonary

gency medical training and service.

resuscitation

...

4. total disaster unit ( designed to bring an array of equip:
ment to a disaster area and treat patients on the scene).
"One vehicle can't perform all four functions," says Hess.
Eisenhardt estimates the yearly operating cost for ambu
lance service in a community of 75,000 to be $73,400including $51,500 for manpower with the remainder going
for communication expense, maintenance, vehicle deprecia
tion and insurance. Figuring 2,738 trips to be made in a
year, each trip would cost about $27-not allowing for any
profit if it's a commercial firm.
He feels that, in urban areas, ambulance service should be
set up as a controlled monopoly with one company provid
ing the service "just as cities could not consider having
competing public transit companies." In small communi
ties, volunteer ambulance corps are the only answer be
cause of the high cost of employing and training personnel,
Eisenhardt says.
The Department of Trans portation says ( in its study,
ECONOMICS OF HIGHWAY EMERGENCY AMBULANCE SERVICES)

that the average annual cost to a commercial service operat
ing one ambulance 24 hours per day is about $65,000. One
quarter of the commercial firms report operating at a loss,
as do three-quarters of the funeral homes. All services have
difficulty collecting from individuals, insurance companies,
and Medicare and Medicaid intermediaries. Municipal
services have the best opportunity to share operating costs

(Photos courtesy Hess & Eisenhardt Co.J

with other agencies ( police and fire) and realize cost
reduction by sharing personnel, equipment and facilities.
Custom ambulances were reported in use by 88% of munici
pal and county respondents ; hearses by 21% of the commu
nities; station wagons, 36%; rescue trucks, 26%; helicopters
and other aircraft, 3%. Two-way radio communications were
reported by 62% of municipalities and 32% of counties.
"I don't know of an emergency ambulance service in the
country that charges its full cost. They're all subsidized
in one way or another- by government, volunteers or the
advertising value to funeral directors," says Dr. Huntley
of the PHS. The average collection rate is only 60% to
65%, and as low as 10% in some southern areas.
Dr. Oscar Hampton of the American College of Surgeons
goes a step further, saying, "Emergency ambulance service
should be a third tax-supported emergency service just as
the police and fire departments are."
How many ambulance calls are made for true emergencies?
The Health Insurance Institute reports on a New York City
study which showed that 60% ( of 40,000 calls) were not
real emergencies. Auto accidents and obstetrics made up the
largest group of emergency calls .
Because of a spectacular increase in hospital emergency
department visits, the Center for Health Administration
Studies at the University of Chicago was asked to survey
PERSPECTNE • 13
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emergency medical services in Cook County in 1968. It
found that such visits increased 79% in urban community
hospitals and 123% in suburban hospitals between 1960 and
1968. Demand for emergency care broke down as follows :
• 40% accidents,
• 25% patients lacking a family doctor,
• 12% after-hours stand-by,
• 11% primary medical care for the indigent, and
• 12% private patients.
Mayor Richard Daley in Chicago last year responded
quickly to charges that the city's private ambulance com
panies were providing substandard and "sadistic" service.
According to the Chicago Hospital Council, some 800 emer
gency cases weekly were being taken to hospitals in police
paddy wagons - right along with drunks and prisoners.
Vital items such as oxygen and splints simply were not
available. The mayor said the fire department would im
mediately purchase 10 additional ambulances to supple
ment the 21 it previously operated and begin transporting
emergency patients from their homes to hospitals. Also, the
city tightened licensing requirements for ambulance at
tendants. Mayor Daley said the program would be paid for
by the Department of Public Ajd and by health insurance
programs.
However, in another city the city manager has come under
fire for saying, '1et's not buy another ambulance, because
it costs the city $95,000 per year to man an ambulance
fulltime with six men."
In New York City 17 volunteer ambulance corps have been
started in the Bronx, Brooklyn and Queens where many
residents believe city and piivate ambulance service is slow,
SICK BABY VAN . Doctors of University of Iowa Hospitals, Iowa City, have

inadequate or expensive. Funds to buy and maintain the
vehicles and equipment come entirely from residents of the
communitjes served in the fo1m of contributions and trip
fees ( $35 each, compared with $35 to $75 for private
ambulances).

EMERGENCY TRAINING
It is estimated that more than 45,000 people are perma
nently injured or killed every year by poorly trained
ambulance personnel. The National Research Council rec
ommends a course of 70 hours of emergency care training
for such personnel, but Dr. Huntley of the PHS estimates
that only 5% meet this standard. What is being done to up
grade the quality of emergency care?
The first exam for ambulance attendants ( under the AMA's
REGISTRY OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIANS ) will be
given this month to 2,500 ambulance personnel in 10 pilot
cities-to fire and police chiefs, sheriffs, rescue and first-aid
personnel, ambulance and medical services and funeral
directors. One publication also lists every ambulance opera
tor in the 50 states.
The American College of Emergency Physicians, founded
in 1968 to recognize a new specialty for physicians who run
emergency departments, works at upgrading the training
and continuing education of EP's. Eventually residency
training programs, medical school emergency departments,
standards, and boards to administer exams will be set up.
Last year the University of Cincinnati College of Medicine
pioneered in developing a training program for the new
medical specialty which has become a model for other
medical schools setting up such programs. It will train 12
physicians per year with two years of emergency medicine
after the required five-year general MD program.
Medical and nursing students at the University of Kansas
Medical Center are helping to man ambulances in an elecinfants req uiring cardiac evaluation, surgery and respiratory support. Equip

created an intensive care nursery on wheels to rush critically ill infants from

ment includes two incubators, oxygen, suction aspirator, h eart monitor, drugs,

outlying hospitals to the university complex where life-saving services are

other supplies and a two-way radio. The initial cost, includin g equipm ent,

on stand-by alert. It has been especially useful for . . .

was $ 1 2,600; operating cost is about 70¢ per m ile.

he will probably get greater benefits for his prepayment
dollar, but he must use the firm he chooses ( and its par
ticipating doctors) for all care except in an emergency or
when out of area.

a single hospital ( chosen in advance) , its medical
cepted implicitly in advance) , and a patient p
Under that original arrangement, the hospital was
if its beds were not used unnecessarily.

• One or more other alternatives devised by the Plans . . .
such as medical care foundations.

But the Dallas model was found objectionable in 1
Instead, a model was sought which would allow I
choose doctor and hospital after the patient w
needed care. The insurance method was preferrec
pital was paid only when its beds were used. Nov
later, we are trying to free ourselves from the con
of that reversal of incentives. Our predecessors ( 1
were not around when those early decisions we
could hardly have foreseen the tremendous impa
Cross and other health insurance upon hospital t
hospital construction, surgical utilization and - ir
upon utilization of X-ray and laboratory procedrn
as of doctor care in general.

Through the Blue Cross Association and the National Asso
ciation of Blue Shield Plans, the Plans can offer members
reciprocity under direct-service prepayment or fee-for
service, depending on the member 's choice of health care

i>

A MONOPOLY?
Ray Brown , executive vice president of Northwestern Uni
versity's McGaw Medical Center in Chicago, says that
"Blue Cross should have a monopoly in the health insur
ance field." He would give the Plans a national charter
( a la Red Cross and j ust as J ohn Mannix of Cleveland once
suggested ) to make it "a representative of the people in
securing health care," changing Blue Cross from a "check
writer" to a "care-programmer." And, instead of national
health insurance, he would legislate benefit minimums,
then have all health ir,surers compete on selling price
and service.

center or doctor when away from home. Plans provide all
members with comprehensive coverage when away from
home or when local emergency care is necessary.
Thus, in this concept, Plans become a system of competing
alternatives through which members can achieve maximum
satisfaction. As the diagram shows, direct-service prepay
ment plan members may have free choice at four levels; fee
for-service members may have at least three levels of choice.
The advantages to the Plans of such an expanded model
are many. The Plans would find themselves less directly
responsible for the performance of any competing sub
system or finn. As with other multiple-choice plans, such
as the Federal Employees Health Program, the employee
who has chosen an unsabsfactory alternative bears . some
responsibility for that choice. On the other hand, the Plans
must make every effort to assure that when an enrollee
chooses one of the alternatives he has adequate information
from which to make a good choice for him. Plans will find
it necessary to evaluate the performance of their alternative
systems and to publish the results of that evaluation. By
doing so, Plans will be able to influence the pedonnance
of their firms and sub-systems.

A LA JUSTIN FORD KIMBALL
The proposed model is not far removed conceptually from
where Blue Cross started - Dallas, Texas, 1929. The Baylor
University Hospital ( with the Dallas school teachers) estab
lished ( implicitly) a relationship of responsibility between

HINDSIGHT VS. FORESIGHT
But experience lends wisdom to graying heads.
being better than foresight, perhaps we can rectif
takes of the past and try to make sure that the rr
the future are of smaller magnitude. This can bi
stimulating competition behveen smaller units a
storing the function of the economic market as :
to increasing efficiency.
If Blue Cross & Blue Shield were to act now - <
courageously and creatively - the course of histor:
changed.
National health insurance could emerge from C<
a predominantly "Blue System" . . . in which the f
government would be regional evaluation, sor
health services, and transfer of wealth from the ·
to the poor, the aged, the disabled, the unemploy{
under-employed.

■

Blue Cross & Blue Shield would have first oppo
score; after that, "it's anybody's game."

Have You Changed . . . Your Addr

I f you are movin g or have moved recentl
PERSPECTIVE know so your issues will be add:
properly.
NEW ADDRESS
Name ____

___________

Firm (if any ) _____________
Street _______________
City/State/Zip __

__________

OLD ADDRESS

Street _______________
City/State/Zip ____________
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' THE PUBLIC EXPECTS

nge alternative methods of financing health care
1lternative forms of organization of health care
they make contracts with independent doctors
1spitals as separate entities ( or stand ready to
: members for their services) and with health care
prised of one or more doctor group ( s) and one or
pital ( s); they must compete for members with
companies; they enroll members through groups
;ound individual membership enrollment proced
r1pulsory national health insurance being one).

Then each enrolled member is given a choice among the
alternatives arranged by the Plans. These alternatives con
sist of :
• A fee-for-service reimbursement plan under which the
member may choose any doctor or hospital ( after he is
ill if he wishes).
• A direct-service prepayment plan through contracting
health care firms. Members choosing this plan must also
select the health care firm through which they will receive
all health services. If the member chooses this alternative,

fHREE CHOICES

who can diagnose the patient's status a n d instruct the a m b ulance attendant

developed the Cardio-A lert telemetry system which transmits EKG informa

in proper care. Its use at Mt. Sinai Hospital, New York City, reduced heart

tion on a patient from a moving amb ulance to a hospital-based doctor

n a "System of
-Iealth Plan Alternatives"

...

tive course called "emergency and disaster medicine." Stu
dents are allowed to check vital signs and to give some
medical care.
The AMA's Commission on Emergency Medical Services,
through the American Association of Junior Colleges, pro
vides ambulance technician training.

1. THE SYSTEM (competition between insurers stimulates the Plans to highest level of performance)

A pilot study in Michigan organized by the Ame1ican Col
lege of Surgeons is said to have significantly upgraded
emergency rescue work by a 60-hour course designed to
help ambulance workers diagnose and manage injuries at
the scene. Course physicians commented that between 10%
and 20% of the deaths in accidents and myocardial infarc
tions could be prevented by improved emergency care.

BLUE CROSS & BLUE SHIELD PLANS
I
2. THE SUB-SYSTEM ( competition between approaches to health care delivery stimulates highest level of
both performance and patient appeal)
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HOSPITAL

CARDIO-A LERT. Dr. Robert Huszar of St. Francis Hospital, Hartford, Conn.,

HOSPITAL

3. INTRA-GROUP ( competition between individual physicians within a team, and between
teams of physicians, stimulates highest level of patient satisfaction)

..

Ohio's state department of education has taken an active
role in training fire department personnel since 1939, and
in 1959 a comprehensive text gave new medical findings
about closed-chest heart compression, artificial respiration
and first aid for laryngectomy victims.
The American Red Cross trains police and fire departments,
with emphasis on care at the scene before a person gets to
a hospital. A typical, well-trained suburban :fire depaitment
has 22 men trained in life squad work. Personnel must be
recertified every three years, but since the men train for
two hours each week they do not need refresher courses.
Cedarville College has the only college-based Red Cross
disaster team in the U.S. It operates with a $4,700 Ford
van equipped with first-aid supplies, emergency food ra
tions and other items needed to provide immediate care to
disaster victims.

HEARTMOBILES
S ome 400,000 p eople die each year of heart attacks 250,000 of them outside the hospital within the first hour
after the attack. It is estimated that perhaps as many as
75% of these deaths could be prevented if the time lapse
( averaging 3½ to 4½ hours ) between the time a person
JECTIVE

attack deaths by 45 % . The cost ranges from $6,000 to $7,000.

suffers an attack and when he begins receiving expe1t care
could be halved.
About 18% of these cardiac deaths occur while the patient
is en route -and this stresses the need for mobile coronary
care units ( or "hemtmobiles") to keep them alive until
they reach the hospital. The heartmobile costs about
$100,000 for research, design and construction, but less
expensive units probably will be developed. These are be
ing tested in several cities : New York City, Seattle, Miami,
Phoenix, Los Angeles, Columbus and Montgomery County,
Md. In all cases the results are encouraging.

St. Vincent's Hospital in New York City set up a mobile
CCU in 1968 ( first in the U.S.) and it has halved the fatality
rate for heat attack victims. Staffed by five people, the unit
carries $10,000 worth of battery-operated equipment includ
ing an electrocardiograph, oscilloscope, defibrillator,
oxygen supply, aspirator, drugs and IV solutions. Unfortu
nately, the program is in danger of being halted July 1 when
an annual PHS grant of $62,000 is discontinued.
Communication between the ambulance and the hospital
is vital in coronary cases. Showing great promise for this
purpose is the telemetry system called Cardio-Alert de
veloped by Dr. Robert Huszar, director of research at St.
Francis Hospital, Hartford, Conn. , and marketed by
Pioneer Medical Systems in New Britain, Conn. It radios
EKG infonnation to the hospital where a doctor diagnoses
the patient's status and sends instructions to the attendant
in the moving ambulance. The cost is about $7,000.
Stressing the need for more federal aid to train paramedical
attendants, Dr. Eliot Corday of the University of California
says, "We are simply losing too many good people with
hearts that are too good for them to die. If we get the
money we could have the mobile coronary ambulances
implemented nationally in three years ."
The Division of Emergency Health Services of the Public
Health Service says that designing vehicles and equipment
PERSPECTIVE • 15
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around only one disease entity should be dis·couraged un
less they incorporate design and equipment for · the man
agement of all critically ill or injured patients. The term
"mobile intens ive care unit" is preferred, rather than
"mobile coronary care unit" for heart attack victims or
"mobile operating room" for patients with burns and other
trauma.

MEDI-COPTERS
Helicopters can provide faster emergency service - usually
only one-half to one-sixth the time required by land- and
often at the same or lower costs. A new, unequipped heli
copter costs approximately $116,000; used ones range from
$40,000 to $67,000. Vought Helicopter of Dallas manufac
tures two air ambulances ( at $118,500 and $ 197,000 ) which
carry cardiac stimulators, electro-cardioscope, respirators,
oxygen, aspirator and miscellaneous equipment. Operating
costs range from $60 to $215 per hom.
Major impetus for medical helicopters comes from military
experience in Vietnam where an injured man is never more
than 30 minutes from a field hospital of some type. Civilian
helicopter ambulance service is expected to boom when
the fighting ceases, since numerous helicopters are sure to
be declared surplus and made available to public agencies
at very low cost. Also, the war is expected to provide a large
reservoir of men trained as medics or corpsmen who will
be encouraged to pursue medical careers as civilians .
Hospital heliports now total 285 ( up from 34 in 1965 ) in
37 states, according to the Aerospace Industries Associa
tion. And the Departments of Transportation, Defense and
Health, Education & \iVelfare are considering whether there
should be a national medical airlift program. The proposal
grew out of a nine-month project in which helicopters
operating from military bases provided ambulance rescue
service for civilian medical emergencies in five states. The
program is called Military Assistance to Safety and Traffic
( MAST ) .
Under the National Highway Safety Act of 1966 the gov
ernment has allocated $10 million for experimentation with
helicopter ambulances by states and cities. Factors to be
studied include what regions are feasible for such service
and which emergencies are suited to flying ambulances and
those best served on the ground. Federal funds will also
help agencies buy or rent the expensive 'copters. Pennsyl
vania, New Jersey, California, Nebraska and Detroit are
among the participants who must match the grants dollar
for-dollar.
Faculty members at Arizona State University formed the
Air Medical Evacuation System in 1967 with two specially
equipped helicopters on call 24 hours a day over the state,
16 • PERSPEC TIVE

3. satisfying to its potential patients as a setting for the
receipt of health care, and

IDEAS . . . FROM ABROAD

• Many countries in Europe have emergency call boxes
located along roads and central dispatch systems which
send out whatever type of equipment is needed. In
Sweden most emergency calls come in by people phon
ing "90,000"; in Malmo ( a city of 350,000 with one
hospital of several thousands beds ) , a second emer
gency number is used for calls requiring a doctor, a
midwife, a chemist or a veterinarian.

4. efficient in its use of scarce and costly resources.

Inasmuch as both professional and patient expectations
vary, there will be at least several variants in the types of
setting which patients and doctors find acceptable. The
Plans have recognized this for years and have stressed
their belief in the right of both patient and doctor to "free
dom of choice." But flexible as this view may seem, it
has been hedged about with rigorous inflexibility, for the
Plans have been reluctant to pay for health care on any
basis but fee-for-service afrer the fact of illness or complaint.

• All patients in Austria are transported on their sides,
never on their backs, in the belief that this prevents
pulmonary complications. All policemen and most doc
tors carry six units of plasma in their cars. All Viennese
ambulances are over-equipped by U . S . standards. Each
province in Austria has a fully stocked 100-bed emer
gency hospital.

This insistence upon piecework payment and upon payment
only for "treahnent or diagnosis of illness or injury" has
precluded the fo1mation of other types of health care com
mitment betw een hospitals and their medical staffs and the
patients who will look to them for health care.

• Doctors at Royal Victoria Hospital in Belfast, Ireland,
developed the "heartmobile" concept in 1965, reason
ing that it would be quicker to bring the hospital to
the patient. They equipped an ambulance with a port
able EKG and a defib1illator, then dispatched a cardi
ologist, nurse and resident along for heart attack calls.

In the past 30 years, while Blue Cross & Blue Shield have
expanded and reached a plateau of early maturity, the
medical care world has been changing and now calls for
new forms of organization. A few characteristics are of sub
stantial importance :

• The French are also bringing the hospital to the acci
dent scene with a self-contained mobile emergency
unit ( equipped for operations ) which can be carried
by helicopter. The Health Ministry plans to station the
units along major highways and believes accident fatal
ities can be reduced.

1 . A new concept of producing firm is necessary. A "pro
ducing firm" would integrate the presently fragmented
doctor, specialist, hospital and ancillary health service
components into an appropriate "custom product" for
each patient and for the community's needs.

• In 1967 general practitioners in Leeds, England, set
up a "road-accident after-care" program to protect acci
dent victims from being dragged from wrecks by well
meaning but unskilled helpers. Local police have the
locations of doctors plotted on a map and dispatch the
one closest to an accident. S ince the program began,
no one has died in transit.

It would also stimulate and permit management of re
sources and a search for efficiency.

2. A new type of relationship between "health care firm"
and patient - a contractual relationship in which enrolled
persons choose ( and pay ) in advance a health care firm
to which they will look for care in case they become ill.

• Necker Hospital in Paris has developed a shell mattress
made of rubberized canvas and filled with small plastic
granules . vV hen surrounded by air, it resembles a
feather mattress and bulges up around the patient. Its
developer says it could be of great value in removing
injured patients from autos.
• Laws in Austria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Gennany
and France make anyone not stopping at an accident
legally liable for any injury the patient m ay have re
ceived; not stopping can result in being sued or going
to jail.
• In Amsterdam ambulances are cream-colored, Dutch
built Chevrolets. Some use a swinging cot holder which
permits placing a patient on a rack at the rear and
swinging hin1 smoothly into the ambulance.
• Belgium has two ambulance services - one operated by
the government, the other by the Red Cross. Half of
the ambulances were "given" to the country by the
administrator of health; the other half are privately
owned ( fire departments, towns a n d i n d us trial
companies ) .

I\

Such a relationship would provide support for the health
care firm and for its hospitals and doctors without regard
to the level of sickness in the community. It would
establish responsibility between the health care firm and
enrolled persons for whose health problems the fom will
be responsible. It would provide an incentive for pre
ventive medicine and health maintenance concern on the
part of the health care firm. And it would decentralize
the health care "pot" so that local providers and local
members will have a personal stake in cost control and
increased efficiency.

In recent years we have heard much about group practice
prepayment. Group practice has been represented as having
miraculous qualities, and indeed it can have. Prepayment,
too, is said to have advantages in that it results in preventive
services and cost control. But even when the two concepts
are tied together, they do not result "automatically" in better
health care or cost control. The enterprise must be managed
and coordinated, with the purpose of efficiency and effective

health maintenance firmly in mind, before those
achieved.

The organization of physician manpower is a
precondition to such management, but it is not
Nor is it necessary that the doctors of such a h
enterprise be formally organized into "group
·what is important is that they can function like a
identify with the goals of the enterprise. But the
tion of just the physicians does not do the job
organizing the hospital and paramedical personr
into the "team" before the necessary coordinatic
done.

Today, every hospital and its medical staff repr
possible nucleus for an organized health care
system. Health maintenance contracts and din
prepayment commitments represent one way t
incentives for stimulating the organizational pr
the introduction of conscious management. TherE
sands of good hospital admi�istrators who have
dence of their medical staff and who could ex
responsibility to managing the larger enterprise.
need technical consultation, but they already
basic skills.
None of the existing direct-service prepayment pl
sent the ultimate in organization of health care.
existed either as small foms in a hostile enviro
as substantial successes preoccupied by the pr
growth and untroubled by competition. Both th
of the professional environment and lack of cc
have stifled any tendency to explore dramatic ne,
health care delivery.
Direct-service prepayment plans of the past l
doomed to substantial inefficiency. They have had
their own services - thus creating need for a '
larger than a single hospital and its medical staff. �
they have also had to replace existing communit
resources with their own separate facilities.

THE MARKETING KEY
The Blue Cross & Blue Shield Plans and the
industry hold the key to the marketing problems.
have the "post position" as the race begins, for
the confidence of the hospitals and doctors and
guard professional concerns. By doing so, they car
some of the traditional hostility or rechannel it a
tion. It remains for the Plans to develop a new
their community role -one which will permit the1
tate the kind of change which is favorable to th
interests of both the profession and the public.
One such model is for the Plan to build a "
Health Plan Alternatives," a locally autonomous l
marketing unit sponsored by local hospitals, loc
and the community they serve. The function of
PERSPE

THE PUBLIC EXPECTS
greatest number of pressure groups can be par
holly accommodated.

ttle likelihood that we will do nothing. There is
ack. Our great danger is that what we do will
the health care world into an inflexible form
solve only part of our present problem :

1

providing answers for the rest of the problem,

the flexibility to accommodate changing health
)gies, and

the stimulus to innovation, experimentation and
y.
:

A ROLE FOR THE PLANS

1ows what role Blue Cross & Blue Shield Plans,
ttives and Plan employees generally will be called
llowed to play in the coming revolution. But I
mbt that Blue Cross and its affiliate, Blue Shield,
)portunity to play a significant -perhaps a domiin the formulation of our national pattern.

; development holds the key. Until the decade of
;, B lue Cross was predomin antly a hospital
prepayment enterprise. It was one of the most
marketing and negotiating ventures recorded in
nals and its very success led to its modification .
. state insurance commissioner took first official
hanging status for Blue Cross- one which was to
from servant of the hospital to servant of the
v. In denying Blue Cross a rate increase, the com
asserted that the Plan should have acted on the
behalf in seeking to curtail needless cost in
; failure to do so resulted in denial of its petition.

ication had an electrifying effect upon the Blue
d and prepared the way for a slow change in the
:=ross related to member hospitals as well as to its
v. The old dominance of Blue Cross staff by a
mtrolled board of directors has in the intervening
softened into something more like a trusteeship.
1s have altered the composition of their control
s - and, even where the board remains the same
often requires a majority role for hospitals ) , the
·ecognize a growing social responsibility which
their roles as hospital administrator, director or
)r many Plans, the final foundation for a new
v role was laid with the acceptance of a fiscal
lry role under Medicare. Looking back over the
le, however, Blue Cross executives recognize the
: of a new role for Blue Cross - one at least as
i to the interest of its members as to its hospitals.

phenomenon called "institutionalization." Blue Cross, for
better or for worse, has become a social institution. It is
looked to by the public to provide a necessary social func
tion and it has recognized and begun to accept responsi
bility for the perfom1ance of that function.
The next step is clear. The public expects innovativeness
and leadership in developing rapidly the improved forms of
health care delivery which will solve some of the problems
the public has identified -problems
• of cost,
• of health orientation rather than sickness orientation, and
• of personalized health care in an organized context rather
than depersonalized care or unorganized care.
In this period of revolution, the public will bypass any insti
tution which fails the leadership test. Blue Cross & Blue
Shield must respond now with that leadership, else find
themselves expendable in tomorrow's world. Claims can be
as well processed by other insurers, some of whom are
already experimenting with innovative forms of health care
organization and its financing. Continued public confidence
in Blue Cross will be dependent upon its assumption of the
leadership role in breaking with tradition and stimulating
development of better alternatives to today's fragmented
and sometimes wasteful health care.

SOME ALTERNATIVES
The problem would be an almost hopeless one if it were
necessary for the Plans to create "one perfect model"; there
is no "one peifect model." But a good model of organized ar
rangement for health care can be built; it is one which is :
1. effective in protecting the health of those for whom it is
responsible,
2. satisfying to its professionals as a setting for professional
practice,

1

ogist would see in the process of such change a
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Blue Cross Plans offer fast claims information by using IBM 2260 visual
display mon itors

monitored continuously by three physicians . A statewide
communications network operated on a separate medical
channel by the highway patrol dispatches the 'copters to
accidents, inter-hospital transfers and others in distress.
Manning the flights is an elite corps of paramedic-patrol
men trained in vital signs and in doing tracheostomies,
intravenous infusions and other procedures. Dr. James
Schamadan, project director, says : "We've landed on high
ways, in corrals, next to tepees on Indian reservations and
on top of 12,000-foot mountains where you wouldn't dream
of getting an ambulance."
Samaritan Health Service, a non-profit hospital chain in
Phoenix, also maintains a flying division called Air Evac
which uses two Cessna planes to move patients anywhere
in the U.S. The special craft are equipped with a broad
spectrum of suppo1tive services the patient would receive
in his own hospital room - incubator, suction machines,
traction frames, IV soluitions, medications and patient
monitoring.

THE FUTURE
What's in store for emergency care in the 1980's?
Architect William Breger, innovator of futuristic Brookdale
Hospital on Long Island and Toronto's City Hospital,
thinks he has the answer with a totally automated hospital
operated by computer. New York City's Department of
Works has already given the Pratt Institute an OK to design
the first one. One planner estimates that such a system will
cut hospital costs by 25%.
The whole package revolves around a self-propelled plastic
capsule ( like a spaceship ) which houses the patient
throughout his hospital stay on an overhead trolley system.
Here's how it would work :
• Orderlies place the patient on a foam rubber litter and
slip him into a Total Environmental Control germ-free

New Jersey State Police, operating four 'copters, say it
costs about $85 per flight-hour to fuel and maintain the
aircraft. Total salaries of one helicopter crew run about
$50,000 per year. Costs can be reduced ( or re-assigned )
by using the s ame 'copters for other tasks such as fire
surveillance, traffic control and crime detection.
In Southgate, Mich., the nation's first private helicopter
ambulance service ( Superior ) began in 1968. And in Mil
waukee the Curtis Ambulance Service is providing heli
copter service to all parts of Wisconsin and upper Michigan.
magazine lent support to the push for
hospital heliports when it said. "In spite of the criticism of
small hospitals in a time when technology is requiring
larger units, small hospitals continue to be built. Why not,
instead, establish helicopter services at a fraction of the
cost of building and operating more small hospitals?"

MODERN HOSPITAL

Paul Stiller, engineer with the Cornell Aeronautical Lab
oratory in Buffalo, thinks that helicopters should augment
rather than replace conventional ground vehicles. In some
cases he suggests it would be better to fly in paramedics
and equipment - and then have ground ambulances take
the injured to hospitals after their conditions are stabilized.
He also notes that a hovering helicopter could function as
a relay station for telemetry.
Two scientific studies, both funded by the National High
way Safety Bureau of the Department of Transportation,
are surveying the role of helicopters in emergency care. One
is at the University of California at Los Angeles and the
other at Arizona State University. Both projects employ
communication networks so that airborne medical personnel
can maintain contact with hospital physicians; and both
studies are surveying possibilities of stabilizing the patient
before and during transport.

capsule mounted on a monorail inside an ambulance.
Air-conditioning and oxygen is supplied through several
conduits.
• At the hospital the ambulance rail mates with another
monorail leading to the emergency room or reception
desk where admitting personnel communicate with the
patient electronically.
• An elevator whisks the TEC to an upper floor where it
is shifted noiselessly into position among other capsules
lined up in rows.
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EMERGENCY TRANSPORTATION
• A technician opens side wings on the capsule, installs a
push-button control unit beside the bed, attaches wires
and tubes to the various life-support outlets and explains
the controls to the patient. If he is too sick to operate
these controls, his condition is monitored at a central sta
tion which takes over the controls.
• The patient can communicate with people outside by
microphone, isolate himself from noises, and control heat
and light.

I ,,

• If he needs a nurse, he moves his TE C onto a rail and
goes to the nurses' station ( saving the estimated 75% of
their time spent in moving to and from patients ) .
• If he needs surgery, his TEC is lifted to the surgical :floor,
a vast sterile room divided into separate operating areas
by movable screens.
• He remains in his capsule even during surgery; various
aper tures are opened for the surgeons; his bed is raised
or lowered; necessary equipment is moved into position.
When the operation is over, he is moved in his sterile cap
sule to a recovery area.

WHAT I THI
. THE PUBLIC EXPEC
·: OF THE BLUE �!�:f: PLA
I

UCLA 's Don DuBois tells

Don DuBois is assistant director for health service planning at the
UCLA Hospital & Clinics in Los Angeles. This "doctor of public
health" has had broad experience- as an actuary in direct-service
prepayment, a consultant in group medical practice and an or
ganizer and executive officer of many health care plans. His "idea"
for intramural competition within Blue Cross & Blue Shield Plans,
as they face a decade of health economics revolution, is timely
commentary.

federal arithmetic

$13 ½ BILLION
TO CARE FOR THE AGED
Social Security has done a study of what total personal
health care for the aged costs - and who pays it.
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Total outlay for the aged's health bills was $ 13½ billion in
1969, last complete year for which statistics were available.
Dividing this by the 19.6 million aged, the average per
person cost was $692, of which SSA says the 65-plusser
paid an average $163 out-of-pocket.
Medicare paid nearly half of the total bill, as this chart
shows :
$ 6.3 billion - from Medicare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
• At various stages in his convalescence he moves in his
TEC to the visitors' lounge, garden, exercise area, etc.
Upon discharge he walks out of his capsule near the
cashier's window of the hospital.

47%
3.4 billion - from Medicaid, VA, etc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25%
3.2 billion - out-of-pocket . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24%
. 6 billion - private health insurance,
philanthropy, etc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$13.5 billion

4%
100%

SSA's study also showed that $2. 1 billion was paid out by
Medicaid. Medicare is in two parts - Part A, financed by
Social Security contributions and made available automat
ically to Social Security and Railroad Retirement recipients
age 65 and over; Part B, financed half by voluntary pay
ments by 65-plussers who sign up and half by matching
contributions from the federal treasury .

Drawings copyrighted by World Book Science Service
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SSA's study showed that Medicaid, a state-federal matching
program for the poor and some near-poor, paid $2. 1 billion
in 1969 . . . exactly one-third the amount Medicare paid out.
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A revolution in health care financing and organization is
occurring. The battle lines are not yet drawn; to date, only
a few skirmishes have occurred. But a national mobilization
is underway and a mandate for change is clear.
Congress, spurred on by "grass roots" concern for costs, is
wrestling with serious proposals for national health insur
ance. These proposals range from the ridiculous to the
nearly sublime :

It is abundantly clear from congressional as well
proposals which the "health establishment" has I
recent months that we have no ready-made ans·
dilemma. There are no omniscient experts who
now the one best way to organize personal heal

• The extremists argue for governmental ownership, bu
reaucratic organization and total financing of health care
resources.

One reason is that there is probably no one best
munities and families vary and the effective orgr
health care is a function of these community va1
other reason is that seldom, if ever, has any delib
been made to organize health services in such ,
get what we want out of them. Only the milita
the initiative to break with tradition and be in
solving their clearly defined medical service pr
the military problem is not the same problem fr
American community. There are similarities in t
but there are vast differences in the cultural m,

• Between these two factions is the coalition of liberal and
moderate. revolutionaries including the Committee for
National Health Insurance and the American Federation
of Labor.

At the moment, America could well be blunder
some new form for the structure of its health car
ing pressure groups are vying for adoption of thei
As is customary, the acceptable solution will

• The health care "royalists" favor major proposals which
deal with the problem of payment for health care but
which do not . tamper with the organization of services.
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federal arithmetic

$ 1 3 ½ BILLION
TO CARE FOR THE AGED

Social Security has done a study of what total personal
health care for the aged costs - and who pays it.

Don DuBois is assistant director for health service planning at the
UCLA Hospital & Clinics in Los Angeles. This "doctor of public
health" has had broad experience- as an actua1y in direct-service
prepayment, a consultant in group medical practice and an or
ganizer and executive officer of many health care plans. His "idea"
for intramural competition within Blue Cross & Blue Shield Plans,
as they face a decade of health economics revolution, is timely
commentary.

Total outlay for the aged's health bills was $13½ billion in
1969, last complete year for which statistics were available.
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Dividing this by the 19.6 million aged, the average per
person cost was $692, of which SSA says the 65-plusser
paid an average $163 out-of-pocket.
Medicare paid nearly half of the total bil1, as this chart
shows :
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SSA's study also showed that $2. 1 billion was paid out by
Medicaid. Medicare is in two parts - Part A, financed by
Social Security contributions and made available automat
ically to Social Security and Railroad Retirement recipients
age 65 and over; Part B, financed half by voluntary pay
ments by 65-plussers who sign up and half by matching
contributions from the federal treasury.
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SSA's study showed that Medicaid, a state-federal matching
program for the poor and some near-poor, paid $2. 1 billion
in 1969 . . . exactly one-third the amount Medicare paid out.

A revolution in health care financing and organization is
occurring. The battle lines are not yet drawn; to date, only
a few skirmishes have occurred. But a national mobilization
is underway and a mandate for change is clear.
Congress, spurred on by "grass roots" concern for costs, is
wrestling with serious proposals for national health insur
ance. These proposals range from the ridiculous to the
nearly sublime :

It is abundantly clear from congressional as well as the other
proposals which the "health establishment" has produced in
recent months that we have no ready-made answer for our
dilemma. There are no omniscient expe1ts who can tell us
now the one best way to organize personal health services.

• The extremists argue for governmental ownership, bu
reaucratic organization and total :financing of health care
resources.

One reason is that there is probably no one best way. Com
munities and families vary and the effective organization of
health care is a function of these community variables. An
other reason is that seldom, if ever, has any deliberate effort
been made to organize health services in such a way as to
get what we want out of them. Only the military has had
the initiative to break with tradition and be innovative in
solving their clearly defined medical service proble!Jl. Yet
the military problem is not the same problem faced by the
American community. There are similarities in technology,
but there are vast differences in the cultural matrix.

• Between these two factions is the coalition of liberal and
moderate- revolutionaries including the Committee for
National Health Insurance and the Ame1ican Federation
of Labor.

At the moment, America could well be blundering toward
some new form for the structure of its health care. Compet
ing pressure groups are vying for adoption of their "answer."
As is customary, the acceptable solution will be one in

• The health care "royalists" favor major proposals which
deal with the problem of payment for health care but
which do not . tamper with the organization of services.
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which the greatest number of pressure groups can be par
tially or wholly accommodated.
There is little likelihood that we will do nothing. There is
no road back. Our great danger is that what we do will
crystallize the health care world into an inflexible form
which will solve only part of our present problem :
• without providing answers for the rest of the problem,
• without the flexibility to accommodate changing health
technologies, and
• without the stimulus to innovation, experimentation and
creativity.

A ROLE FOR THE PLANS
No one knows what role Blue Cross & Blue Shield Plans,
Plan executives and Plan employees generally will be called
upon or allowed to play in the coming revolution. But I
have no doubt that Blue Cross and its affiliate, Blue Shield,
have an opportunity to play a significant -perhaps a domi
nant- role in the formulation of our national pattern.
Blue Cross development holds the key. Until the decade of
the 1960's, Blue Cross was predominantly a hospital
sponsored prepayment enterprise. It was one of the most
successful marketing and negotiating ventures recorded in
human annals and its very success led to its modification.
In 1954, a state insurance commissioner took first official
note of a changing status for Blue Cross - one which was to
change it from servant of the hospital to servant of the
community. In denying Blue Cross a rate increase, the com
missioner asserted that the Plan should have acted on the
members' behalf in seeking to curtail needless cost in
creases; its failure to do so resulted in denial of its petition.
The adjudication had an electrifying effect upon the Blue
Cross world and prepared the way for a slow change in the
way Blue Cross related to member hospitals as well as to its
community. The old dominance of Blue Cross staff by a
hospital-controlled board of directors has in the intervening
years been softened into something more like a trusteeship.
Many Plans have altered the composition of their control
ling boards - and, even where the board remains the same
( state law often requires a majority role for hospitals ) , the
directors recognize a growing social responsibility which
overrides their roles as hospital administrator, director or
trustee. For many Plans, the final foundation for a new
community role was laid with the acceptance of a £seal
intermediary role under Medicare. Looking back over the
past decade, however, Blue Cross executives recognize the
emergence of a new role for Blue Cross - one at least as
closely tied to the interest of its members as to its hospitals.
The sociologist would see in the process of such change a
20 • PERSPECTIVE

monitored continuously by three physicians. A statewide
communications network operated on a separate medical
channel by the highway patrol dispatches the 'copters to
accidents, inter-hospital transfers and others in distress.
Manning the flights is an elite corps of paramedic-patrol
men trained in vital signs and in doing tracheostomies,
intravenous infusions and other procedures. Dr. James
Schamadan, project director, says : "We've landed on high
ways, in corrals, next to tepees on Indian reservations and
on top of 12,000-foot mountains where you wouldn't dream
of getting an ambulance."

phenomenon called "institutionalization." Blue Cross, for
better or for worse, has become a social institution. It is
looked to by the public to provide a necessary social func
tion and it has recognized and begun to accept responsi
bility for the perfom1ancc of that function.
The next step is clear. The public expects innovativeness
and leadership in developing rapidly the improved fom1s of
health care delivery which will solve some of the problems
the public has identified -problems
• of cost,
• of health orientation rather than sickness orientation, and
• of personalized health care in an organized context rather
than depersonalized care or unorganized care.
In this period of revolution, the public will bypass any insti
tution which fails the leadership test. Blue Cross & Blue
Shield must respond now with that leadership, else £nd
themselves expendable in tomorrow's world. Claims can be
as well processed by other insurers, some of whom are
already experimenting with innovative forms of health care
organization and its financing. Continued public confidence
in Blue Cross will be dependent upon its assumption of the
leadership role in breaking with tradition and stimulating
development of better alternatives to today's fragmented
and sometimes wasteful health care.

I\

In Southgate, Mich., the nation's first private helicopter
ambulance service ( Superior ) began in 1968. And in Mil
waukee the Curtis Ambulance Service is providing heli
copter service to all parts of vVisconsin and upper Michigan.

The problem would be an almost hopeless one if it were
necessary for the Plans to create "one perfect model"; there
is no "one perfect model." But a good model of organized ar
rangement for health care can be built; it is one which is :

magazine lent support to the push for
hospital heliports when it said. "In spite of the criticism of
small hospitals in a time when technology is requiring
larger units, small hospitals continue to be built. Why not,
instead, establish helicopter services at a fraction of the
cost of building and operating more small hospitals?"

MODERN HOSPI T AL

1. effective in protecting the health of those for whom it is
responsible,
2. satisfying to its professionals as a setting for professional
practice,
;l.
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B lue Cross Plans offer fast claims information by using IBM 2260 visual
display mon itors

What's in store for emergency care in the 1980

Architect William Breger, innovator of futuristi
Hospital on Long Island and Toronto's Cit
thinks he has the answer with a totally automa
operated by computer. New York City's De1
Works has already given the Pratt Institute an C
the first one. One planner estimates that such a
cut hospital costs by 25%.

The whole package revolves around a self-prop
capsule ( like a spaceship ) which houses
throughout his hospital stay on an overhead trc
Here's how it would work :

• Orderlies place the patient on a foam rubh
slip him into a Total Environmental Contrc

New Jersey State Police, operating four 'copters, say it
costs about $85 per flight-hour to fuel and maintain the
aircraft. Total salaries of one helicopter crew run about
$50,000 per year. Costs can be reduced ( or re-assigned )
by using the same 'copters for other tasks such as fire
surveillance, traffic control and crime detection.

SOME ALTERNATIVES

��
��
��
�::::--

Samaritan Health Service, a non-profit hospital chain in
Phoenix, also maintains a flying division called Air Evac
which uses two Cessna planes to move patients anywhere
in the U.S. The special craft are equipped with a broad
spectrum of supportive services the patient would receive
in his own hospital room - incubator, suction machines,
traction frames, IV soluitions, medications and patient
monitoring.

THE FUTURE

Paul Stiller, engineer with the Cornell Aeronautical Lab
oratory in Buffalo, thinks that helicopters should augment
rather than replace conventional ground vehicles. In some
cases he suggests it would be better to fly in paramedics
and equipment- and then have ground ambulances take
the injured to hospitals after their conditions are stabilized.
He also notes that a hovering helicopter could function as
a relay station for telemetry.
Two scientific studies, both funded by the National High
way Safety Bureau of the Department of Transportation,
are surveying the role of helicopters in emergency care. One
is at the University of California at Los Angeles and the
other at Arizona State University. Both projects employ
communication networks so that airborne medical personnel
can maintain contact with hospital physicians; and both
studies are surveying possibilities of stabilizing the patient
before and during transport.

capsule mounted on a monorail inside an
Air-conditioning and oxygen is supplied thro
conduits.

• At the hospital the ambulance rail mates �
monorail leading to the emergency room c
desk where admitting personnel communica
patient electronically.

• An elevator whisks the TEC to an upper flo
is shifted noiselessly into position among otl
lined up in rows.

• • c e e (J) � i:t
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ly one disease entity should be dis ·couraged un
ncorporate design and equipment for· the man
,£ all critically ill or injured patients. The term
1tens ive care unit" is preferred, rather than
)ronary care unit" for heart attack victims or
1erating room" for patients with burns and other

MEDI-COPTERS

s can provide faster emergency service - usually
alf to one-sixth the time required by land- and
e same or lower costs. A new, unequipped heli
s approximately $116,000; used ones range from
$67,000. Vought Helicopter of Dallas manufac
.ir ambulances ( at $1 18,500 and $197,000 ) which
iac stimulators, electro-cardioscope, respirators,
?irator and miscellaneous equipment. Operating
: from $60 to $215 per hour.

�tus for medical helicopters comes from military
in Vietnam where an injured man is never more
nutes from a £eld hospital of some type. Civilian
ambulance service is expected to boom when
� ceases, since numerous helicopters are sure to
:I surplus and made available to public agencies
cost. Also, the war is expected to provide a large
f men trained as medics or corpsmen who will
Lged to pursue medical careers as civilians.

eliports now total 285 ( up from 34 in 1965 ) in
1ccording to the Aerospace Industries Associa
he Departments of Transportation, Defense and
ucation & Welfare are considering whether there
1 national medical airlift program. The proposal
of a nine-month project in which helicopters
iom military bases provided ambulance rescue
civilian medical emergencies in £ve states. The
called Military Assistance to Safety and Traffic

National Highway Safety Act of 1966 the gov
LS allocated $10 million for experimentation with
ambulances by states and cities. Factors to be
fode what regions are feasible for such service
emergencies are suited to flying ambulances and
served on the ground. Federal funds will also
ies buy or rent the expensive 'copters. Pennsyl1 Jersey, California, Nebraska and Detroit are
participants who must match the grants dollar-

�mbers at Arizona State University formed the
,1 Evacuation System in 1967 with two specially
1elicopters on call 24 hours a day over the state,

ECTIVE

3. satisfying to its potential patients as a setting for the
receipt of health care, and

IDEAS . . . FROM ABROAD

• Many countries in Europe have emergency call boxes
located along roads and central dispatch systems which
send out whatever type of equipment is needed. In
Sweden most emergency calls come in by people phon
ing "90,000"; in M almo ( a city of 350,000 with one
hospital of several thousands beds ) , a second emer
gency number is used for calls requirin g a doctor, a
midwife, a chemist or a veterinarian.
• All patients in Austria are transported on their sides,
never on their backs, in the belief that this prevents
pulmonary complications. All policemen and most doc
tors carry six units of plasma in their cars. All Viennese
ambulances are over-equipped by U . S . standards. Each
province in Austria has a fully stocked 100-bed emer
gency hospital.
• Doctors at Royal Victoria Hospital in Belfast, Ireland,
developed the "heartrnobile" concept in 1965, reason
ing that it would be quicker to bring the hospital to
the patient. They equipped an ambulance with a port
able EKG and a defibrillator, then dispatched a cardi
ologist, nurse and resident along for heart attack calls.

4. efficient in its use of scarce and costly resources.

Inasmuch as both professional and patient expectations
vary, there will be at least several variants in the types of
setting which patients and doctors £nd acceptable. The
Plans have recognized this for years and have stressed
their belief in the right of both patient and doctor to "free
dom of choice." But flexible as this view may seem, it
has been hedged about with rigorous inflexibility, for the
Plans have been reluctant to pay for health care on any
basis but fee-for-service after the fact of illness or complaint.

I,

In the past 30 years, while Blue Cross & Blue Shield have
expanded and reached a plateau of early maturity, the
medical care world has been changing and now calls for
new forms of organization. A few characteristics are of sub
stantial importance :

• The French are also bringing the hospital to the acci
dent scene with a self-contained mobile emergency
unit ( equipped for operations ) which can be carried
by helicopter. The Health Ministry plans to station the
units along major highways and believes accident fatal
ities can be reduced.

1 . A new concept of producing firm is necessary. A "pro
ducing £Im" would integrate the presently fragmented
doctor, specialist, hospital and ancillary health service
components into an appropriate "custom product" for
each patient and for the community's needs.

• In 1967 general practitioners in Leeds, England, set
up a "road-accident after-care" program to protect acci
dent victims from being dragged from wrecks by well
meaning but unskilled helpers. Local police have the
locations of doctors plotted on a map and dispatch th e
one closest to an accident. Since the program began,
no one has died in transit.

It would also stimulate and permit management of re
sources and a search for efficiency.

2. A new type of relationship between "health care £rm"
and patient - a contractual relationship in which enrolled
persons choose ( and pay ) in advance a health care £rm
to which they will look for care in case they become ill.

• Necker Hospital in Paris has developed a shell mattress
made of rubberized canvas and filled with small plastic
granules. VV hen surrounded by air, it resembles a
feather mattress and bulges up around the patient. Its
developer says it could be of great value in removing
injured patients from autos.
• Laws in Austria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Germany
and France make anyone not stopping at an accident
legally liable for any injury the patient may have re
ceived; not stopping can result in being sued or going
to jail.
• In Amsterdam ambulances are cream-colored, Dutch
built Chevrolets. Some use a swinging cot holder which
permits placing a patient on a rack at the rear an<l
swinging him smoothly into the ambulance.
• Belgium has two ambulance services - one operated by
the government, the other by the Red Cross. Half of
the ambulances were "given" to the country by the
administrator of health; the other half are privately
owned ( fire d epartm ents, towns a n d i n d ustrial
companies ) .

This insistence upon piecework payment and upon payment
only for "treahnent or diagnosis of illness or injury" has
precluded the fo1mation of other types of health care com
mitment between hospitals and their medical staffs and the
patients who will look to them for health care.

(\

Such a relationship would provide support for the health
care £rm and for its hospitals and doctors without regard
to the level of sickness in the community. It would
establish responsibility between the health care £rm and
enrolled persons for whose health problems the firm will
be responsible. It would provide an incentive for pre
ventive medicine and health maintenance concern on the
part of the health care £rm. And it would decentralize
the health care "pot" so that local providers and local
members will have a personal stake in cost control and
increased efficiency.

In recent years we have heard much about group practice
prepayment. Group practice has been represented as having
miraculous qualities, and indeed it can have. Prepayment,
too, is said to have advantages in that it results in preventive
services and cost control. But even when the two concepts
are tied together, they do not result "automatically" in better
health care or cost control. The enterprise must be managed
and coordinated, with the purpose of efficiency and effective

health maintenance firmly in mind, before those goals are
achieved.

The organization of physician manpower is a necessary
precondition to such management, but it is not sufficient.
Nor is it necessary that the doctors of such a health care
enterprise be formally organized into "group practice."
What is important is that they can function like a team and
identify with the goals of the enterprise. But the organiza
tion of just the physicians does not do the job. It takes
organizing the hospital and paramedical personnel as well
into the "team" before the necessary coordination can be
done.

Today, every hospital and its medical staff represents the
possible nucleus for an organized health care "delivery"
system. Health maintenance contracts and direct-service
prepayment commihnents represent one way to provide
incentives for stimulating the organizational process and
the introduction of conscious management. There are thou
sands of good hospital admi�istrators who have the confi
dence of their medical staff and who could extend their
responsibility to managing the larger enterprise. They may
need technical consultation, but they already have the
basic skills.
None of the existing direct-service prepayment plans repre
sent the ultimate in organization of health care. They have
existed either as small firms in a hostile environment, or
as substantial successes preoccupied by the problems of
growth and untroubled by competition. Both the hostility
of the professional environment and lack of competition
have stifled any tendency to explore dramatic new forms of
health care delivery.
Direct-service prepayment plans of the past have been
doomed to substantial inefficiency. They have had to market
their own services -thus creating need for a "£rm" size
larger than a single hospital and its medical staff. Sometimes
they have also had to replace existing community hospital
resources with their own separate facilities.

THE MARKETING KEY
The Blue Cross & Blue Shield Plans and the insurance
industry hold the key to the marketing problems. The Plans
have the "post position" as the race begins, for they have
the confidence of the hospitals and doctors and can safe
guard professional concerns. By doing so, they can eliminate
some of the traditional hostility or rechannel it as competi
tion. It remains for the Plans to develop a new model of
their community role - one which will permit them to facili
tate the kind of change which is favorable to the long-run
interests of both the profession and the public.
One such model is for the Plan to build a "System of
Health Plan Alternatives," a locally autonomous health care
marketing unit sponsored by local hospitals, local doctors
and the community they serve. The function of the Plans
PERSPECTIVE • 21

WHAT THE PUBLIC EXPECTS
is to arrange alternative methods of £nancing health care
through alternative forms of organization of health care
resources ; they make contracts with independent doctors
and/ or hospitals as separate entities ( or stand ready to
reimburse members for their services ) and with health care
firms comprised of one or more doctor group ( s ) and one or
more hospital ( s ) ; they must compete for members with
insurance companies; they enroll members through groups
or under sound individual membership enrollment proced
ures ( compulsory national health insurance being one ) .

Then each enrolled member is given a choice among the
alternatives arranged by the Plans. These alternatives con
sist of :
• A fee-for-service reimbursement plan under which the
member may choose any doctor or hospital ( after he is
ill if he wishes ) .
• A direct-service prepayment plan through contracting
health care firms. Members choosing this plan must also
select the health care firm through which they will receive
all health services. If the member chooses this alternative,

THREE CHOICES

in a "System of
Health Plan Alternatives"

FOUl\DATIONS,
ETC.
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3. INTRA-GROUP ( competition between individual physicians within a team, =d between

teams of physicians, stimulates highest level of patient satisfaction)

tive course called "emergency and disaster medicine." Stu
dents are allowed to check vital signs and to give some
medical care.

suffers an attack and when he begins receiving
could be halved.

A pilot study in Michigan organized by the American Col
lege of Surgeons is said to have significantly upgraded
emergency rescue work by a 60-hour course designed to
help ambulance workers diagnose and manage injuries at
the scene. Course physicians commented that between 10%
and 20% of the deaths in accidents and myocardial infarc
tions could be prevented by improved emergency care.

BLUE CROSS & BLUE SHIELD PLANS
I
2. THE SUB-SYSTEM ( competition between appmaches to health care delivery stimulates highest level of
both performance and patient appeal)

fr

who can diagnose the patient's status and instruct the ambu
in proper care. Its use at Mt. Sinai Hospital, New York City_
attack deaths by 45 % . The cost ranges from $6,000 to $7,00(

The AMA's Commission on Emergency Medical Services,
through the American Association of Junior Colleges, pro
vides ambulance technician training.

1. THE SYSTEM ( competition bet\veen insurers stimulates the Plans to highest level of performance)

FOUNDATIONS,
ETC.

CA RD/O-A LERT. Dr. Robert Huszar of St. Francis Hospital, Hartford, Conn.,
developed the Cardio-Alert telemetry system which transmits EKG informa
tion o n a patient from a moving amb ulance to a hospital-based doctor . . .

Ohio's state department of education has taken an active
role in training fire department personnel since 1939, and
in 1959 a comprehensive text gave new medical findings
about closed-chest heart compression, artificial respiration
and first aid for laryngectomy victims.
The American Red Cross trains police and fire depa1trnents,
with emphasis on care at the scene before a person gets to
a hospital. A typical, well-trained suburban fire depaitrnent
has 22 men trained in life squad work. Personnel must be
rece1ti£ed every three years, but since the men train for
two hours each week they do not need refresher courses.
Cedarville College has the only college-based Red Cross
disaster team in the U.S. It operates with a $4,700 Ford
van equipped with first-aid supplies, emergency food ra
tions and other items needed to provide immediate care to
disaster victims.

HEARTMOBILES

S ome 400,000 people die e ach year of heart attacks 250,000 of them outside the hospital within the first hour
after the attack. It is estimated that perhaps as many as
75% of these deaths could be prevented if the time lapse
( averaging 3)� to 4)f hours ) between the time a person
22 • PERSPECTIVE

About 18% of these cardiac deaths occur while
js en route - and this stresses the need for mobi
care units ( or "heartmobiles" ) to keep them
they reach the hospital. The heartmobile c
$100,000 for research, design and constructio
expensive units probably will be developed. Tl
ing tested in several cities : New York City, Sea
Phoenix, Los Angeles, Columbus and Montgomi
Md. In all cases the results are encouraging.

St. Vincent's Hospital in New York City set u
CCU in 1968 ( first in the U.S. ) and it has halved
rate for heat attack victims. Staffed by five peo1
carries $10,000 worth of battery-operated equipn
ing an electrocardiograph, oscilloscope, de
oxygen supply, aspirator, drugs and IV solutior
nately, the program is in danger of being halted .
an annual PHS grant of $62,000 is discontinued.

Communication between the ambulance and t
is vital in coronary cases. Showing great prorr
purpose is the telemetry system called Cardi
veloped by Dr. Robert Huszar, director of resc
Francis Hos pital, Hartford, Conn . , and m �
Pioneer Medical Systems i n New Britain, Con
EKG information to the hospital where a docto
the patient's status and sends instructions to th
in the moving ambulance. The cost is about $7

Stressing the need for more federal aid to train r:
attendants, Dr. Eliot Corday of the University o
says, "'\i\Te are simply losing too many good r:
hearts that are too good for them to die. If
money we could have the mobile coronary
implemented nationally in three years."

The Division of Emergency Health Services of
Health Service says that designing vehicles and
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medical services in Cook County in 1968. It
such visits increased 79% in urban community
Ld 123% in suburban hospitals between 1960 and
md for emergency care broke down as follows:

lents,
nts lacking a family doctor,

-hours stand-by,

ary medical care for the indigent, and

lte patients.

hard Daley in Chicago last year responded
�harges that the city's private ambulance com
� providing substandard and "sadistic" service.
o the Chicago Hospital Council, some 800 emerweekly were being taken to hospitals in police
;ons - right along with drunks and prisoners.
such as oxygen and splints simply were not
'he mayor said the fire department would im
Jurchase 10 additional ambulances to supple
L it previously operated and begin transporting
patients from their homes to hospitals. Also, the
1ed licensing requirements for ambulance at
[ayor Daley said the program would be paid for
artment of Public Aid and by health insurance

n another city the city manager has come under
ing, "let's not buy another ambulance, because
� city $95,000 per year to man an ambulance
th six men."

·k City 17 volunteer ambulance corps have been
:he Bronx, Brooklyn and Queens where many
:lieve city and private ambulance service is slow,

inadequate or expensive. Funds to buy and maintain the
vehicles and equipment come entirely from residents of the
communities served in the fo1m of contributions and trip
fees ( $35 each, compared with $35 to $75 for private
ambulances).

EMERGENCY TRAINING

he will probably get greater benefits for his prepayment
dollar, but he must use the firm he chooses ( and its par
ticipating doctors) for all care except in an emergency or
when out of area.

a single hospital ( chosen in advance), its medical staff ( ac
cepted implicitly in advance), and a patient population.
Under that original arrangement, the hospital was better off
if its beds were not used unnecessarily.

• One or more other alternatives devised by the Plans . . .
such as medical care foundations.

But the Dallas model was found objectionable in the 1930's.
Instead, a model was sought which would allow patients to
choose doctor and hospital after the patient was ill and
needed care. The insurance method was preferred; the hos
pital was paid only when its beds were used. Now, decades
later, we are trying to free ourselves from the consequences
of that reversal of incentives. Our predecessors ( most of us
were not around when those early decisions were made)
could hardly have foreseen the tremendous impact of Blue
Cross and other health insurance upon hospital utilization,
hospital construction, surgical utilization and -indirectly
upon utilization of X-ray and laboratory procedures as well
as of doctor care in general.

It is estimated that more than 45,000 people are perma
nently injured or killed every year by poorly trained
ambulance personnel. The National Research Council rec
ommends a course of 70 hours of emergency care training
for such personnel, but Dr. Huntley of the PHS estimates
that only 5% meet this standard. What is being done to up
grade the quality of emergency care?

Through the Blue Cross Association and the National Asso
ciation of Blue Shield Plans, the Plans can offer members
reciprocity under direct-service prepayment or fee-for
service, depending on the member's choice of health care

The first exam for ambulance attendants ( under the AMA's
will be
given this month to 2,500 ambulance personnel in 10 pilot
cities-to fire and police chiefs, sheriffs, rescue and first-aid
personnel, ambulance and medical services and funeral
directors. One publication also lists every ambulance opera
tor in the 50 states.

Ray Brown, executive vice president of Northwestern Uni
versity's McCaw Medical Center in Chicago, says that
"Blue Cross should have a monopoly in the health insur
ance field." He would gjve the Plans a national charter
( a la Red Cross and just as John Manni." of Cleveland once
suggested ) to make it "a representative of the people in
securing health care," changing Blue Cross from a "check
writer" to a "care-programmer." And, instead of national
health insurance, he would legislate benefit minimums,
then have all health insurers compete on selling price
and service.

A MONOPOLY?

REGISTRY OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIANS)

The American College of Emergency Physicians, founded
in 1968 to recognize a new specialty for physicians who run
emergency departments, works at upgrading the training
and continuing education of EP's. Eventually residency
training programs, medical school emergency departments,
standards, and boards to administer exams will be set up.

center or doctor when away from home. Plans provide all
members with comprehensive coverage when away from
home or when local emergency care is necessary.

Last year the University of Cincinnati College of Medicine
pioneered in developing a training program for the new
medical specialty which has become a model for other
medical schools setting up such programs. It will train 12
physicians per year with two years of emergency medicine
after the required five-year general MD program.

Thus, in this concept, Plans become a system of competing
alternatives through which members can achieve maximum
satisfaction. As the diagram shows, direct-service prepay
ment plan members may have free choice at four levels; fee
for-service members may have at least three levels of choice.

Medical and nursing students at the University of Kansas
Medical Center are helping to man ambulances in an eJec-

N. Doctors at University of Iowa Hospitals, Iowa City, have

infants requiring cardiac evaluation, surgery and respiratory support. Equip•

,nsive care nursery on wheels to rush critically ill infants from

ment includes

als to the university complex where life-saving services are

other supplies and a two-way radio. The initial cost, includin g equipment,

ert. It has been especially useful for . . .

was $ 1 2,600; operating cost is about 70¢ per mile.

two

incubators, oxygen, suction aspirator, heart mon itor, drugs,

I\

The advantages to the Plans of such an expanded model
are many. The Plans would find themselves less directly
responsible for the performance of any competing sub
system or finn. As with other multiple-choice plans, such
as the Federal Employees Health Program, the employee
who has chosen an unsatisfactory alternative bears some
responsibility for that choice. On the other hand, the Plans
must make every effort to assure that when an enrollee
chooses one of the alternatives he has adequate information
from which to make a good choice for him. Plans will find
it necessary to evaluate the performance of their alternative
systems and to publish the results of that evaluation. By
doing so, Plans will be able to influence the performance
of their firms and sub-systems.

A LA JUSTIN FORD KIMBALL
The proposed model is not far removed conceptually from
where Blue Cross started - Dallas, Texas, 1929. The Baylor
University Hospital ( with the Dallas school teachers) estab
lished ( implicitly) a relationship of responsibility between

HINDSIGHT VS. FORESIGHT
But experience lends wisdom to graying heads. Hindsight
being better than foresight, perhaps we can rectify the mis
takes of the past and try to make sure that the mistakes of
the future are of smaller magnitude. This can be done by
stimulating competition between smaller units and by re
storing the function of the economic market as a stimulus
to increasing efficiency.
If Blue Cross & Blue Shield were to act now-decisively,
courageously and creatively -the course of history could be
changed.
National health insurance could emerge from Congress as
a predominantly "Blue System" . . . in which the function of
government would be regional evaluation, some public
health services, and transfer of wealth from the well-to-do
to the poor, the aged, the disabled, the unemployed and the
under-employed.
Blue Cross & Blue Shield would have first opportunity to
score; after that, "it's anybody's game."

■

Have You Changed . . . Your Address ?

If you are m ovin g or have moved recently, let
PERSPECTIVE know so your issues will be addressed
properly.
NEW ADDRESS
N ame _________________

Firm (if any) _______________
Street __________________
City/State/Zip ______________

OLD ADDRESS

Street _________________
City/State/Zip --------------
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. . . being born, living and ·
a n d have taken many hours of instruction from the
agencies

Red Cross and other

in such vital areas as prelimi nary diagnosis, cardiop ulmonary

resuscitation . . .

4. total disaster unit ( designed to bring an array of equip-:
ment to a disaster area and treat patients on the scene ) .
"One vehicle can't perform all four functions," says Hess.

Eisenhardt estimates the yearly operating cost for ambu
lance service in a community of 75,000 to be $73,400including $51,500 for manpower with the remainder going
for communication expense, maintenance, vehicle deprecia
tion and insurance. Figuring 2,738 trips to be made in a
year, each trip would cost about $27-not allowing for any
profit if it's a commercial firm.
He feels that, in urban areas, ambulance service should be
set up as a controlled monopoly with one company provid
ing the service "just as cities could not consider having
competing public transit companies." In small communi
ties, volunteer ambulance corps are the only answer be
cause of the high cost of employing and training personnel,
Eisenhardt says.
The Department of Transportation says ( in its study,

ECO�OMICS O F HIGHWAY EMERGENCY AMBULANCE SERVICES)

that the average annual cost to a commercial service operat
ing one ambulance 24 hours per day is about $65,000. One
quarter of the commercial firms report operating at a loss,
as do three-quarters of the funeral homes. All services have
difficulty collecting from individuals, insurance companies,
and Medicare and Medicaid intermediaries. Municipal
services have the best opportunity to share operating costs

and administering I V solutions . . . preventing deaths thro ugh
gency medical training and service.
/Photos courtesy Hess & E,

with other agencies ( police and fire ) and re
reduction by sharing personnel, equipment and
Custom ambulances were reported in use by 88% ,
pal and county respondents; hearses by 21% of th
nities; station wagons, 36%; rescue trucks, 26%; r.
and other aircraft, 3%. Two-way radio communica
reported by 62% of municipalities and 32% of com
"I don't know of an emergency ambulance seri
country that charges its full cost. They're all 5
in one way or another- by government, volunt<
advertising value to funeral directors," says Di
of the PHS . The average collection rate is 01
65%, and as low as 10% in some southern areas.
Dr. Oscar Hampton of the American College of
goes a step further, saying, "Emergency ambulan
should be a third tax-supported emergency serv
the police and fire departments are."
How many ambulance calls are made for true em(
The Health Insurance Institute reports on a New
study which showed that 60% ( of 40,000 calls )
real emergencies. Auto accidents and obstetrics m:
largest group of emergency calls.
Because of a spectacular increase in hospital e
department visits, the Center for Health Admi
Studies at the University of Chicago was asked
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is area would bring a greater return in the pre
death and disability than a dollar spent in any
two million accident victims are hospitalized in
:::h year; of the 50,000 who die in these accidents,
ie fatalities occur at the scene, in the ambulance
1inutes after arrival at a hospital.
rt, "Medical Requirements for Ambulance De
quipment," the NRC committee states that the
nonly used emergency vehicles - a mortician's
L modified station wagon-simply do not have
wo severely injured persons and the necessary
to give medical care en route. "Action must be
velop and enforce nationwide standards for am
�vice," says the committee.
states have statutes prescribing required am
equipment - although the National Traffic and
tfety Act of 1966 set national standards for am
:lesign and construction and the Highway Safety
66 provides for standards for used motor vehicles
:mergency services.
ational Research Council says a vehicle should
led an ambulance unless it is designed, built,
.nd staffed to cope with emergencies outside the
ican Medical Association and the U.S. Junior
>f Commerce have teamed up in a nationwide
to improve community emergency health serv1ycees will survey the availability and quality of
care in their communities; state and local medi
s will advise.

EMERGENCY COSTS

senhardt, Jr., chairman of the board of Cincin
: & Eisenhardt Co., world's oldest builder of
s and funeral cars, has some firm thoughts on
design. His firm is considered the "Cadillac" of
y ( making up to 100 ambulances of approximate
r year produced by all U.S. manufacturers ) and,
:s only Cadillac chassis on which to build custom
�ls costing up to $25,000 each.

1ceivable to me," says Eisenhardt, "that a com1illing to spend $75,000 for a fine piece of quality
� apparatus and yet be willing to accept a con
k costing perhaps $10,000 for ambulance service."
s that a long wheelbase is essential for an "easy
!Vent medical complications - such as a ruptured
fractured back -which can result from jolting.
s the only firm which makes one long enough to
inches of interior vehicle length-and trucks have
t possible wheelbase, designed not for smooth
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\'ge/{ing health care
M uch emergency medical care given on the scene is by well- meaning b ut
u ntrained amb ulance attendants. But some life squads (like the one shown
here) are well trained . . .

rides but for maneuvering into tight spots. ) 'We've got to
stop thinking of our sick and injured citizens as cargo," says
the ambulance maker.
Residents in Rancho Sante Fe, Calif., might not agree.
The community is too small ( 2,700 residents ) to have
its own hospital but it solved the problem with a specially
designed, low-cost ( $15,000 ) , mobile emergency room.
It is a standard step-in delivery van, high enough to stand
in. It can be used day or night for on-the-spot emergency
care, including minor surgery, and meets every require
ment of the "ideal ambulance" established by the task
force on ambulance service of the National Research
Council. Maintain ed by the town's fire department, it
serves as a hospital emergency room, coronary care unit
or operating room and to take a patient to a nearby
hospital.
Willard Hess, president of the Cincinnati firm, enumerates
four kinds of ambulances :
1. pure transportation ( patient going home, to another
hospital, nursing home, etc. ) ;
2. emergency use ( can administer first aid, handle any
emergency ) ;
3. "super" ambulances ( with maximum, sophisticated, life
saving equipment ) , and

Statistics are impersonal. They describe a cir
cumstance. And when statistics deal with such
nebulous concepts as life expectancy or the chance
of being born, they are doubly impersonal. It is
understandably difficult to get excited about the
average term of illness for a million children when
your son hasn't been near a hospital since a ton
sillectomy five years ago. Similarly, to a person
with four healthy children, 20 babies dead for
every 1,000 born may not seem terribly tragic. D
Tragedy is an enormously personal thing. It deals
in instances, not vague "chance" or "circum
stance." It is much easier to see the tragedy in
the U.S. infant mortality rate if one of the dead
infants from the definitional 1,000 is your own.
It's much easier to see the tragedy in any statistic
if the instance described was yours. There are
more than 21 million Americans - black, Indian
and Asian - whose health status is reflected in
the non-white statistics below, but the statistics
have the most validity for the determinant group,
the nearly 20 million blacks who are the prepon
derance, more than 90%, of the non-white popu
lation in the U. S. It is easiest for them to see the
tragedy described by .American health statistics,
for to them that tragedy is a very real, very per
sonal thing. □ Cold, impersonal, unprejudiced
statistics do not lie. A black infant is less likely to
live out his first year, less likely to reach adult
hood, and can expect a life several years shorter
than his white counterpart. Some observers say
these health statistics do not truly describe a
health problem . . . that the statistical gap is a
product of factors such as poverty, education,
distribution of the population, etc. Whether the
problem is social, cultural, political, racial, or
whatever, it is nevertheless a problem that can
n o t b e d e n i e d ; the s t a t i s t i c a l gap e xi s t s .
PERSPECTIVE documents the dimensions of that
gap, to show the disparity, to describe the state
of American health, to do "a child's study in black
and white."
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THE CHANCE OF BEING BORN

White people have less "percentage-wise" chance of being born than black
people. In 1969 the birth rate (for all races) rose from the 1968 rate of 17.5
births per 1000 population, to 17.7 - the first increase in the U.S. birth rate
since 1958. But while the birth rate for white babies was less than the national
average - about 16.9 births per 1,000 - the rate among blacks was over 25
per 1,000. In other words, for every 1,000 black parents, three children are
born for the two born to every 1,000 white parents.

*

*

*

In addition to reflecting the racial disparity in U.S. health statistics, the birth
rate reflects cultural variations. It is true for both white and non-white women
that, as her educational attainment increases, the chances of a mother having
more than two children are lessened. For example, 28% of all white mothers
having their first or second babies had not completed high school, compared
with 43% of all non-white mothers. But, among mothers having their third or
higher-order child, 41% of all white mothers had not finished the 12th grade,
and two-thirds of other mothers had failed to reach that educational level.

A CHILD'S STUDY

*

*

*

THE CHANCE OF DYING IN INFANCY

As birth rates vary b y race, and by education within races, infant mortality
rates vary widely by individual state, and by race within states. Last year,
too, the national statistical gap between races widened for the first time since
1960. Overall, the 1970 infant mortality rate improved from the previous year,
to 19.8 deaths per 1,000 births. While the mortality rate for white infants fell
slightly (from 18.8 to 18.0), the non-white rate increased (from 32.3 to 32.5).
A sampling of statistics from individual states reflects this variation, and points
up wide variations among the states' rates as well:
State

1969 Rank

Utah

New Hampshire
Pennsylvania
West Virginia
Mississippi

.

.

...

-�

(1)
( 17)
(27)
(43)
(50)

Average Rate

16.6
20.6
22.3
25.2
33.5

White

16.2
20.1
19.9
24.8
22.8

Non-White

28.8
150.0
39.2
33.1
47.4

A hundred years after that first ambulance service, few
cities have really first-class ambulance service. Baltimore
employs highly trained full-time ambulance attendants
with modem vehicles and equipment as a separate mission
of the £re department. University Hospital there was the
first in the U.S. to open a 12-bed accident care unit de
signed to provide immediate, top-quality care for accident
victims. The $2¾ million facility, including a heliport, op
erates 24 hours a day.

B

Eugene Baxter, director of the health facilities lie
the Oklahoma State Department of Health, <
economical alternatives for such communities tc
• offer to subsidize funeral directors to help ther
the service;
• contract with nearby big-city ambulance or
extend service;
• offer a franchise to anyone who wishes to p
service fulltime;
• provide service from local police and fire deJ
• establish a volunteer service, or

Now the city has an elite ambulance corps of 63 emergency
medical technicians manning 10 vehicles. The ambulances
are specially designed boxes mounted on standard pick-up
truck chassis; their equipment and drugs meet all pub
lished standards. Four vehicles are at hospitals, five at
firehouses and one in reserve. The technicians get a 20-hour
review of first aid, 30 hours of lectures and demonstrations
on advanced procedures, 100 hours of in-hospital training
and 30 hours in a coronary care unit. Dr. Roy Baker, med
ical advisor to the rescue squad, says, ''These men are run
ning the best mobile CCU's in the world."
And all of this has been done at the same time that Jack
sonville extended its corporate limits to encompass all of
Duval County, making it geographically the largest city in
the world -848 square miles. The cost for a year : $654,000,
about 76¢ per resident.
Jacksonville municipal service is not the dominant ap
proach nationally :
• Approximately 50% of the nation's ambulance services are
provided by 12,000 funeral homes, mainly in the South
and Midwest.
• Commercial firms predominate along the Pacific Coast
( and in 15% of all areas of the country ) .
• Volunteer groups are most often found on the Atlantic
Coast and the West.
• Municipal services lead in the East and New England.
But many communities have been faced with finding alter
native ambulance service during the past few years as more
and more funeral directors have discontinued the service.
Their reasons : higher costs resulting from the new wage
and hour laws . . . increased cost of owning good equipment
. . . the shortage of experienced personnel. ( In North Caro
lina 83% of the ambulance service in 1965 was by 1,200
undertakers; today only 120 of them operate ambulances. )

• organize a new governmental department fo
ci£c service.
Winfield, Kan., working through city-owned Wil
ton Memorial Hospital, chose the last method t
problem, and the arrangement has worked quit,
ambulance supervisor ( who had Navy first-aid
and an assistant ( a hospital orderly ) were hire<
two used ambulances were purchased and equi
two-way radios; a garage/ office structure was b
hospital at a cost of $10,500. Total ambulance
including salaries, for the first year were $19,55�
provided enough money for initial costs ; now .
tax levy subsidizes patient charges ranging frc
$27.50 per call. The tax subsidy amounts to o
$600 per month - contrasting favorably with thE
( ranging from $20,000 to $38,000 per year ) asked
operators.
"Most ambulances in this country are unsuitabh
complete fixed equipment, carry inadequate su1
are manned by untrained attendants," says the C
on Emergency Medical Services of the National
Council. A University of Iowa study in that state
that only half of its undertaker-ambulance se
quired any first-aid training for prospective empl
had no regular in-service training; 48% gave no fi
bad cases before the patient was picked up; 29%
at all; 60% carried no splints; only 48% cleane
equipment after use. The Iowa report is typical
tions in other states, according to the study's aut

Why is the general quality of ambulance servic1
Dr. Henry Huntley, director of emergency healt
for the Public Health Service, says, "I think there'
problem, and it's economic. We're getting used to
a-day hospital room, but the public in genera
accepted that if you're going to be given effect
gency care in the first hour, it's going to cost abc
the average across the country . . . . The first job
cate the public that what happens in that first ho
more important than all that follows . . . . On th
our present knowledge, it is probably true tha
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no American community can lay claim to main
a model of first aid, sorting, communication and
ion comparable to that of the armed services."
nent from the National Research Council is sup
consultants returning from Korea and Vietnam
publicly asserted that men seriously wounded in
ve better chances of survival than they would if
the average city street.
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This "flying amb ulance" /so-called because it was sent into battle fast/
was invented by Napoleon's chief surgeon.

THE CHANCE
OF REACHING AGE 20

tedicine born on the battlefield has contributed
development of medical science. The Greeks
t war surgery- extracting arrows, using iron in
md stopping hemorrhages with tourniquets made
ots. Likewise, surgeons were a part of the armies
Rome, Egypt and India.
ie

I

>itals, called ambulancias, were set up by the
:pain in 1487, and by the 16th century Spain had
:linary medical service, even including a hospital
1g the Renaissance, French military surgery was
y brilliant and was taught at the Paris Academy
·. Transport to improve the lot of the wounded
ized during the Napoleonic wars and the chief
: the Grand Armee invented a light horsedrawn
bulance," so-called because he sent it into the
;oon as it began and not after it was over. He
immediate amputation to avoid gangrene and
� battle in 1812 he performed 200 amputations 
m successful.

-
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This 1 925 amb ulance
was known as the
Aristocrat of I n valid Cars."

two-thirds of the nation's children "are getting zero to
inadequate medical care." Weil blames inadequate man
power, poor financing and, finally, public problems of
entry into the health care system" for what he calls a "child
health care crisis."

Any child born today has a far better chance of reaching
adulthood than his grandfather had. In 1900 a non-white
male infant had only a 50-50 chance of surviving his first
20 years; 94% of all non-white males born today have that
expectancy. Even with this improvement, however, his
chances are considerably less than those of his white
counterpart : 96.3% of all white male babies will survive
to age 20. Similarly, 95.5% of the non-white female infants
born today will live to become adults, while 97.5% of all
white female children will reach the same age.

Weil's contention that care is needed but unavailable is
statistically substantiated by the fact that, although a white
child is more likely to be hospitalized, a non-white child's
stay in the hospital is likely to be twice as long. M oreover,
the "sickest" children - those with the most days of re
stricted activity and the most physician visits - have white
parents with an average annual income of over $10,000,
and whose education includes at least one year of college.

*

*

*

•

*

THE CHANCE
OF NEEDING MEDICAL CARE
�

h and the Germans also contributed much to
medicine and the Japanese developed quick and
1ethods of evacuating and treating the wounded
, Russo-Japanese war of 1905. The French used
ort for wounded soldiers in 1915 and during
.r II more than one million military patients were
· air.
. military medical innovations have often been
to practice back home, especially the methods
ing the wounded from the scene of an accident.
mergency transportation has come a long way
ical carriages scurried up to the emergency door
)rk City's Bellevue Hospital where the first am
ffvice in the world was established in 1869.

-
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:ENCY TRANSPORTATION

)rid War I, 8% of the battle casualties carried to
by hand litter and ground ambulance died of
ids; during World War II this fi gure dropped to
llence of initial first aid and introduction of the
du"ring the Korean conflict dropped the casualty
to 2.5% ( of the 20,000 evacuated to hospitals ) .
,tnam it is less than 2%, largely because of speed
>ters which fly 125-150 miles per hour ( com1 90 MPH during Korea ) .

�., 1

Statistics on medical care for U.S. children are consider
ably more confusing than mortality and life expectancy
figures. Since non-white children are statistically more apt
to die in their first year of life, and have less chance of
reaching adulthood, and have a shorter life expectancy
than white children, it logically follows that they would
be more apt to require medical attention, and have a
greater number of acute medical conditions. Yet the aver
age number of physician visits for a non-white child is two
per year, while the national average is 3.6. In fact, less than
half of America's non-white children see a doctor at all
during an average year, while 71% of all white children
make visits to their physicians.
But this seems not because non-white children are sick
less often than white children. Dr. William Weil, a Uni
versity of Michigan professor of medicine, calculates from
the National Health Survey that at least "25% of the health
care required for children is not being delivered," and that

*

THE CHANCE OF A LONG LIFE
Non-white men have the shortest life expectancy of all
Americans; they can expect to live only about 61 years . . .
six years less than white men (67 years), 13 years less than
white women and non-white women both (74.2 years), and
almost 10 years less than the national average for all
Americans of both sexes.
*

*

*

Why does such disparity exist?
■

One narrow view: the American health delivery system.

■

Another, broader view : the structure of the American
society.

■

A third, perhaps more credible view: many social,
economical and cultural factors, none of which can be
corrected by a single approach.

Until a view is agreed upon, and until solutions are found,
U.S. health statistics will continue to be "a child's study in
black and white."

■
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dead heat on a merry- go -round
Hospitals are in a unique ( and precarious ) position con
cerning pollution, perhaps in a dead heat on a merry-go
round.

Last year, air pollution alone cost consumers as much as
$ 30 billion - $600 for a family of four. If air pollution
could be halved just in the major U.S. cities, $2 billion in
direct health costs could be saved.
Obviously, the incinerator of even a monolithic urban
hospital has far less pollution potential than a steel mill
or chemical factory - but the arena is public relations, not
merely sanitation, and as guardian of the public health,
the hospital must be exemplary: it must ideally do nothing
to endanger the health balance in the environment.
The problems are staggering. The creation of new, dispos
able products - surgical gowns and masks, food contain
ers, needles and syringes, even disposable bedsheets - was
a godsend for the hospital, in terms of sanitation. Yet the
use of such products has almost doubled the national aver
age of refuse produced ( from less than 10 pounds to more
28 • PERSPECTNE
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A heart attack vidim is flown from a remote logging camp to Virginia Mason Hospital, Seattle.

than 18 pounds per bed, per day ) and hospitals using all
of the disposables available to them report that daily
waste production is 2½ times higher ( an average of 25
pounds per bed ) .
Admittedly, most of the pollution problems faced by hos
pitals are contained within the hospital's walls :
• danger of contamination from contagious patients;
• infection of post-operative patients;
• noise from machinery, staff and patients, and
• needles and syringes ( coveted by addicts and drug
"pushers" ) .
With the present emphasis on air pollution, however,
many hospitals - particularly in smog-ridden urban areas
- have discontinued ( or want to discontinue ) incinera
tion, with the result that mountains of waste and attend-

·'·'

·-

ant problems of sanitation are being transported into the
external environment.

CAMERA
PARTICLES
FOR
EMPHYSEMA
This new ultrasonic nebulizer effectively
treats respiratory ailments such as emphy
sema and cystic fibrosis by generating high
frequency sound energy that in turn dis
integrates liquid medication into minute
particles-several times smaller than ordi
nary steam droplets-for inhalation therapy.
First of its kind to prevent cross contamina
tion of patients, it uses a specially designed,
disposable polyethelene container in which
the medicant is both stored and nebulized.
The resulting fog is administered to the
patient through a mask or oxygen tent.
Devel oped by the Instr uments & Life
Support Division, Bendix Corp., Davenport,
Iowa, it sells for $400.

To Check-Up Or Not To Check-Up?
: Collen of the Kaiser Permanente medical care program says that middle-aged males who have periodic health
lon't get sick as often as men who don't have the checkup. Dr. Collen is a pioneer in multiphasic screening which
luces the cost for an examination from the usual $75-$100 to $20-$25 - and saves time for both doctor and patient.
ying 10,000 men for five years, the researcher said he found a significant decrease in disease among those who
lie exams compared with another group who had not.
*

*

*

"'

aken by the Wickert Institute showed that more than 70% of all automobile owners in West Germany had their
1ecked regularly, while only 25% of adult Germans had regular health checks.
:k

*

tan Stoltz of Philadelphia, writing to the editor of TIME magazine, says: "Taking many of the inequities of the
ustry for granted, the problem often centers on one thing: Americans, given the choice, would often rather pay
heir cars or TV's than themselves."
*

*

*

1al Head Start pre-school program for needy children, in its new health program called "Health Start," will
screenings, physical examinations, immunizations, routine lab tests, specialized tests where needed, plus dental,
tr exams . . . especially for children not presently served by Head Start.
ECTIVE

Few new methods of final disposal have been developed,
so hospitals have added new twists to old methods in an
effort to reduce pollution. For those hospitals retaining
the use of their incinerators, the addition of a secondary
combustion chamber reduces air pollution by changing
soot-laden smoke to carbon dioxide, a chemical which is
relatively harmless except in extremely heavy concentra
tion. In addition, several companies have begun market
ing improved flue-gas cleaners which eliminate virtually
all ash particles from smoke in the stack.
Once again, however, disposables have created a new and
major problem associated with incineration. M any dispos
ables use plastic as a base, and the incineration of many
plastics produces hydrochloric acid vapor ( which becomes
hydrochloric acid in the lungs when inhaled ) and phos
gene ( a chemical used as a base for many wartime nerve
gases ) . Acid vapors may be removed - expensively - by
the use of a gas scrubber which treats the combustion
gases with water spray ( removing Hy ash in the process,
as well ) ; but the contaminated water which results from
this process must then be treated to remove the harmful
effects of acid concentration, either by the addition of
small amounts of soda ash or by increasing the flow of
uncontaminated water in the sewage system.

ation entirely. Charles Fassler, director of building and
grounds for Miami's 305-bed Baptist Hospital, says that
the elimination of incineration by use of compaction is
"the most significant accomplishment that we have made
in the area of pollution control." He explains :
"Not only has it helped the pollution problem, but it
has also reduced our operating costs. The incinera
tor was a seven-day operation, so that considerable
labor was saved. The area in which the incinerator
was housed, an 18x20 room, was renovated for hos
pital use. The above changes were made possible by
the lease-purchase of a 30-cubic-yard compacting
unit. The cost per month of this unit is only slightly
more than paying for open-type dumpsters to handle
the overflow from the incinerator. The entire opera
tion has proven itself to be a very sanitary and eco
nomically sound project. The 30-yard container is
removed once a week by a private waste contractor
and replaced with an empty unit."

Some plastics, not entirely combustible, merely melt, clog
ging the incinerator machinery. These non-combustible
plastics are disposed of in a variety of ways:
• Bricking reduces plastics (not applicable to a non
plastic waste materials) to one-tenth their original vol
ume by compression at high temperature.
• High-density compaction reduces plastics and other
waste materials to one-eighth their original volume.
• Low-density compaction reduces waste materials to
one-third their original volume.
• Non-compaction hauling amounts to removal of waste
"as is" to a sanitary landfill or other point of final
disposal.
"Bricking" has the additional advantage of solving the
problem of what to do with syringes and needles. It allows
the needle to be safely imbedded in the brick of melted
plastic, permanently secure from addicts or others who
might use it illegally and dangerously.
Compaction has proved in some instances to be a feasible
alternative for hospitals interested in abandoning inciner-

Unfortunately, say the ecologists, no operation which in
volves a landfill as a final disposal point adequately deals
with the problem of pathological waste. Miami B aptist
has solved this problem to their satisfaction by storing
such materials in airtight plastic containers and transport
ing them to the county incinerator on a weekly basis.
Another method of waste paper disposal - but ultimately
an expensive one - is wet-pulping, which combines pulp
ing and water extraction to reduce the volume of waste.
PERSPECTIVE • 29

HOSPITALS & POLLUTION
Volume is reduced about five-to-one; but weight is some
times actually increased because of large quantities of
water that can't be efficiently extracted.

·when pipelines can be used for transportation of waste
to final disposal site, wet-pulping is a practical and attrac
tive method, since hauling costs can be eliminated. If
waste cannot be transported by pipeline, however, wet
pulping is not generally an economically sound alterna
tive to other systems, because of problems of weight and
containerizing. Moreover, wet-pulped containers are both
difficult and expensive to handle for most municipal dis
posal units.
Wet-pulping, disposal systems still have the difficulty of
handling surgically removed tissues and other pathological
wastes. Some hospitals use a modified version of the house
hold food-waste grinder, but many municipalities are re
luctant to allow the waste product from the grinder to
enter their sewage and disposal systems, even where pre
cautions are taken to reduce the danger of contamination
from the waste produced. In fact, most studies have shown
that the only perfectly safe method of dealing with these
wastes is tl1rough the use of a pathological incinerator,
which adds about $5,000 to the initial cost of an y hospital
disposal system.

ED ARNO'S
HEALTH INSURANCE GALLERY
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" The ' get-well' cards from my hospitalization insurance
seem to be taking on a tone of menace. "

But "doing something" about the smoke would likely cost
hospitals with incineration "too much money," and put
them right back on the merry-go-round. This merry-go
round obviously has no brass ring. ■
30 •
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Hanley, who acted as a member of the
federal task force advising HEW on
Medicaid and other current problems
in the delivery of health services, says
"administrators, doctors and hospital
trustees are more than aware of the
need to provide more and better medi
cal care. They have not, unfortunately,
been equally aware of the need to con
trol costs. It becomes the duty and
function of third parties to insist, al
most single-mindedly, that cost be kept
in reasonable perspective."
Rhode Island Hospital's Larry Hill has
stopped all hiring without approval
from his office, has required that nurs
ing schedules be rearranged to curtail
overtime, and - at the direction of his
board - has begun work with a man
agement consulting firm to analyze the
use of manpower in every department,
. "devising ways and means of doing
tl-lings better."
Hill says full disclosure and open bar
gaining have begun to clear up mis
understandings : "We went in feeling
that this kind of negotiation was a
major step forward in making more
credible and realistic the financial re
lationship between hospitals and Blue
Cross. Negotiations were tough, in some
instances hard, but always honest."

Unfortunately - for the environment, at least - the cost
factor dictates most hospitals' choices of disposal systems.
For the financially strapped urban hospital the considera
tion is apt to be ( public relations notwithstanding) "which
system will satisfy pollution codes cheapest," not "which
system will do no harm to the environment."

The choice of such hospitals will usually be incineration.
A majority of studies done on the subject show it to be
ultimately the most economical system, although it may
involve a greater initial cost to the hospital than other
systems. It also offers the advantage of dealing with refuse
at the point where it was produced; there is no danger of
contamination being carried into the community. But there
is a catch. As the executive director of a large, urban air
pollution agency says : "Most really knowledgeable men
will tell you that the best method of disposing of hospital
waste is incineration, and that means doing something
about the smoke that comes out of the hospital chimney.
Turning off the incinerator and sending the garbage to the
local dump - treated, untreated, compacted, direct haul
or whatever - is only painting the parts of the house that
show!"

mechanisms. Still he admits that the
pressure is on to adapt systems quickly.

" I 'm sorry, but under the terms of your group policy,
you don 't collect unless the entire group is sick. "

SELF- INSURED
AUTO COVERAGE
COMING SOON ?
The 7 5 0 , 000 members of the Ohio
AFL-CIO are expected to get a self
insured auto insurance program.
The big labor group says it will set up
its own auto insurance agency "because
we want to make decent rates available
to our members." Expected savings are
20% of current charges, maybe $50 a
year per motorist.
A non-profit agency will be financed
through sale of stock, and "market sur
veys show a tremendous demand . . .
90,000 policies the first year."

"I had two growths removed - one from
most of my savings investments.

my

chest and

Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Michigan and
Indiana members of the Ohio AFL-CIO
will also be able to buy the coverage.
And, later, non-union members will be
permitted to join.

Public response to the new system has
encouraged both hospitals and Blue
Cross that they made the right move.
Daniel F. McKinnon, chairman of the
state health department's health ser
vices council, foresees a "new ball
game" and two-fold significance to pro
spective reimbursement:
"In the first place, it eliminates the
evils of a system under which the hos
pitals have been guaranteed virtually
full repayment of their expenditures,
regardless of their reasonableness. It
gives Blue Cross, as the representative
of the consumers, new negotating lev
erage and provides the hospitals with
incentives for economy. But perhaps
even more far-reaching is the intro
duction of -the principle that ilie com
munity, through Blue Cross, will have
something to say before the final deci
sions are made, about the kind of med
ical care it wants and feels it can afford.
In the past the hospital determined
what it would provide, how much of it
would be provided, where it would be
provided, when it would be provided,
who would be permitted to provide it,
who would be permitted to receive it,
and how much the consumer would
pay for it. In short, the hospital decided
what the commurlity needed and the
extent to which it would respond. With
a third party involved in budget devel
opment, however, the situation changes
radically. The consumer has an oppor
tunity to question proposed expendi
ture s . This m e a n s t h e i n s urer i s
participating i n the determination of
the kind, quantity and quality of care.
And who has a better right to partici
pate? It is the consumer's dollar which
is paying for that care and, more im
portant, it is his health about which de
cisions are being made."
Hanley sums it all up : "By its very na
ture, prospective negotiation of hospi
tal payment rates will set the cost con
cerns of Blue Cross ( representing the
people ) against the quality of care con
cerns of health professionals ( also rep
resenting the people in another sense ) .
While the process may be difficult,
there is no question in our minds that
the end result will be a healthier health
care system, a more adequately bal
anced response to the people's true
health care needs, and better control
of costs."

EYE - OPEJ

M O N S T E R ? "Our h1
delivery system is a F1
monster built on RubE
principles," says Penns:
surance Commissione
Denenberg, "but we c
render to despair. We
to improve the system.'

1

*

*

*

"WHOPPI NG I NS
COSTS HIT HOME,'
headline under whicl
lishers of BUSINESS l
magazine a few issue:
nounced "a whopping 6
in its own group healtl
premiums . . . sympt
problems facing practic
p layers as they rene,
health contracts this y
necticut General delive1
news, and it made page
*

*

*

HALF A STORY. The ·
the South Carolina Me;
ciation charges that fE
cials who are trying to
medical profession for t
costs of Medicare and
are telling the public or
story. The article poin1
while the governmen
health bill has jumped ·
rageous" $22.5 billion,
are spending almost i
$21.1 billion - each ye::
wine and whiskey.
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inal gain or loss calculation.
arties canno� agree on either
1r amount of change, the con
·ovides for arbitration.
no parameters are exceeded
� year, the year-end gain or
lation is simple. Essentially,
expense is compared to ac1se, and if the latter exceeds
,r, the hospital absorbs the
:he hospital was able to op
'3ss than budgeted expense,
s actual days or services are
total days or services to pro
ticipation ratio, and then the
>plicable to the Blue Cross
the hospital's total business
,0/50. A sample gain or loss
l is:

�� The end result will be
a healthier health care system and
better control of costs.,,

Four New "Words" To Add To Your Health-Care Vocabulary

Arthur Hanley, president
Rhode Island Blue Cross

tion of Savings - In-patient
Services

1

get expense

$5,000,000

al expense

$4,500,000

get days

100,000

al days

110,000

i

actual days

30,000

r diem
$50
( $5,000,000 + 100,000 )
,000 -$4,500,000 = $500,000
a.vings
+ 110,000 = 27 .3% Blue Cross
lpation
00 x .273 = $136,500 Blue
savings
0 (50%) refund to Blue Cross
tion of Savings - In-patient
·ies

(c) $974,700 -$925,000 = $49,700 total
savings

ernmental control, and a desire to re
main as self-directed as possible."

(d) $500,000+$1,000,000 = 50% Blue
Cross participation

One m easurement of the p ace of
change is hospital peer review : a year
ago Blue Cross speculated on hospitals'
willingness to share budget figures;
now representatives from other hos
pitals carefully review each institution's
planned operation, both significant de
partures from the past because hospital
finance has been the subject of a com
petitive institutional identity that has
not encouraged even disclosure, much
less scrutiny by peers.

(e) $49,700 x 50% = $24,850 refunded
to Blue Cross

�et expense

$ 950,000

WHAT IT ALL MEANS

al expense

$ 925,000

�et revenue

$ 975,000

al revenue

$1,000,000

: actual
,ense

$ 500,000

"The hospitals' public was calling for
change," says Jerome Sapolsky, execu
tive director of Miriam Hospital in
Providence and a negotiating team
member. "Individual accomplishment
by an institution was not so important
as getting hospitals together to make
the most of available resources. Two
basic factors motivated all of the nego
tiators: a conviction that patients ( the
public ) would not best be served in an
atmosphere of possibly repressive gov-

,000+ $975,000 = l.026 uti1 increase factor
00 x 1.026 = $974,700 budget
e adjusted for utilization
ECTIVE

Hospital people both hope and believe
the new system will affect costs.
However, Sapolsky observes that not
all hospitals are ready either to under
stand the processes involved or to han
dle accurate budgeting and reporting

Health care and costs may well be the favorite topic in party conversation these days.
And, at such a party, the uninitiated is likely to be bombarded with a barrage of words and letters that the
speaker has far more clearly in mind than anyone who's listening. Such a monologue could well sound like this :
"When we get HMO's and FMC's that follow the CHAP model, the PSRO function will be more intensive than
in the past." All of which deserves elaborate translation.

* *

*

PERSPECTIVE provides these capsule definitions of HMO, FMC, CHAP and PSRO . . . because they will become
common to every reader's health-care vocabulary before another national election is concluded.
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It stands for "Health Maintenance Or
ganization."
Ifs the brainchild of Dr. Paul Ellwood,
executive director of the American Re
habilitation Foundation, Minneapolis
. . . and it caught public and congres
sional attention in the introduction of
amendments to the Social Security Act
during 1970, then in the introduction
of the "Health Maintenance Organiza
tion Assistance Act of 1971" by Sen.
Jacob Javits ( R-N.Y. ) and Rep. Harley
Staggers ( D-W.Va. )
A short definition ( in Rep. Staggers'
bill ) : "A public or private organization
which provides to enrolled individuals
. . . either directly or through arrange
ments with others . . . all those health
services which a defined population
might reasonably require in order to be
maintained in good health . . . includ
ing, as a minimum, emergency care, in
patient hospital and physician care,
ambulatory physician care, and out
patient preventive medical services . . .
under arrangements with groups of
physicians organized on a group prac
tice or individual practice basis . . . with
each group reimbursed for its services
primarily on the basis of an aggregate
fixed sum or on a per capita basis."
Health Maintenance Organization is,
thereby, often considered to be a
euphemism for a prepaid group prac
tice program such as Kaiser on the
West Coast or the Health Insurance
Plan in New York City. But it can, as
the bill suggests, also involve an "in
dividual practice" program, another
term for a foundation for medical care.

It originated in Stockton, Calif., in 1954
when four county medical societies
joined together to create the San Joa
quin Foundation for Medical Care.
National attention is coming from the
evangelism of the San Joaquin staff
( Dr. Donald Harrington, president,
and Boyd Thompson, administrator )
and the effort by the commercial in
surers' Health Insurance Council to
help establish foundations across the
nation.
A broad definition, since there are an
increasing variety of foundation mod
els : "An autonomous corporation
sponsored and organized by a state or
county medical society concerned with
the quality and cost of medical care,
sharing three common beliefs-physi
cians must retain responsibility and
leadership in the design, administra
tion and delivery of medical services ;
medical care must be provided at a
just and equitable cost to both patient
and physician; and peer review by
medical society members must be en
couraged as an efficient mechanism to
control the rise of medical costs."
A foundation is an integral part of a
medical society ( county groups in Den 
ver, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Phoenix )
or a state society ( Georgia, Iowa,
Pennsylvania, Missouri ) - usually de
signed to prepay medicine as it is now
practiced, with maximum choice on
the part of both physician and patient.
In most cases, the foundation sets the
specifications for benefits, lets the ben
efit schedule out to bids by all health
insurers, gives approval when insurers
meet the specifications, reviews med
ical practice in both the doctor's office
and the hospital, then reviews claims
submitted.

Laws must be passed and then
be implemented.
It stands for "Certified Hospital Admis
sion Program."

It stands for "Foundation for Medical
Care."
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It was developed in October, 1969, by
the Medical Care Foundation of the
Sacramento Medical Society, using
doctors and nurses to approve hospi
talization in advance of the admitting
date.

A definition, from SPENCER RESEARCH
REPOR T S : "A preadmission program,
certifying the carrier's fiscal responsi
bility for elective hospitalization for a
certain number of d ays , based on
diagnosis and age."
Although 600 of the 750 physicians in
the Sacramento area are enrolled in
CHAP, hospital admissions by all phy
sicians serving an enrolled group of
persons must be approved in advance
. . . and, if the admission is not author
ized, the carrier has the authority to
deny payment altogether or to cut back
payment to 75% of charges. To date,
CHAP's recommendations have been
followed. A big advantage, says CHAP,
is that it "prevents mistakes instead of
merely observing them."

It stands for "Professional Standards
Review Organization."
It began as the American Medical As
sociation's Professional Review Organ
ization and changed to PSRO when
Sen. Wallace Bennett ( R-Utah ) sub
mitted a bill in 1970 to require peer
review on all Medicare cases. Under
PRO, physicians were to do the review;
under PSRO, non-physicians could do
the review, using standards set by phy
sicians, and approving some elective
hospital cases in advance of admission.
A definition : any "non-profit profes
sional society of physicians engaged in
practice or any public, non-profit, pri
vate or other agency or organization
both willing and capable of performing
professional review of Medicare ad
missions on the basis of medical neces
sity, quality of care, and provision of
service." Bennett sees PSRO eventually
replacing hospital-based committees,
as soon as "there is solid proof that the
new organizations can do better"; the
present review system and PSRO
would work concurrently for two years,
with Medicare intermediaries and car
riers expected to a b i d e by P S R O
findings.
Laws must be pas s e d and then be
implemented.

hospital's actual operating expense
budget for the previous fiscal year bro
ken down by general ledger account
and by cost center . . . actual expenses
to date compared to projected expenses
broken down by month and by the
same categories . . . projected expenses
( budgeted) for the coming fiscal year,
again broken down by month and by
cost center . . . capital budget for the
previous year, current year, and com
ing year . . . revenue offsets . . . and pro
jected operating statistics compared to
the previous and current year's statis
tics in all in-patient and out-patient ser
vice areas.
In addition, the package calls for iden
tification and explanation of any expan
sions (facilities, services or programs ) ,
with costs , personnel, facilities and
equipment itemized.
Once each hospital's budget has been
approved by its board and the "pack
age" completed, the information is first
submitted to the hospital association
for "peer review." A committee com
posed of representatives . from other
hospitals goes over each hosp ital's
budget, suggesting areas for possible
savings, picking up questionable items
before B l u e C ross p erusal . B udgets
then go back to individual hospitals to
again be passed on by trustees before
submission to Blue Cross.
The Blue Cross staff, assisted bv an
outside consulting firm, goes over �each
hospital's total budget by department
and category of expense, as well as
projected statistics for the year. Each
hospital's projected expenses are com
pared with its own historical experi
ence; then compared with experience
of other comparable hospitals, and fi
nally compared with guideline "indi
cators." Blue Cross seeks justification
particularly for additional personnel,
documentation of need for new or ex
panded programs and services, and ex
planation of any cost or statistical item
that appears out of line.
In the event that Blue Cross and the
hospital fail to agree on a projected
budget, the contract provides for a
three-man arbitration panel, with hos
pitals selecting one outside impartial
expert, Blue Cross selecting one, and
the two together selecting a third.

now have something
to say about the
kind of medical
care it wants and feels
it can afford. ,,
Daniel McKinnon, chairman
Health Services Council

program billings, with pa)']
pre-established percentagE
billed charges . Separate RC
culated for in-patient and
ancillaries.
The hospital agrees to "live
prospective rates as long as
ing utilization parameters
• patient days ( total ) - pl
2%,
• ancillary services (base,
nue ) - plus or minus 10'.
• deliveries - plus or mirn

The built-in timetable provides for:

• out-patient visits - plus c
and

• budgets to. begin flowing to Blue
Cross from peer review by June 15;

• home care visits - plus o

• at least half the budgets to be sub
mitted by June 30 and the other half
by July 15; and
• negotiations to be completed with all
hospitals by Aug. 15.
Once an operating expense budget is
agreed to by Blue Cross and the hos
pital, the budget and all related statis
tical projections are submitted to the
Micah Corp., Ann Arbor, Mich., for
allocation of projected costs to the var
ious revenue-producing departments.
In the p ro ce s s , B lu e C ro s s n o n 
allowable expenses a r e sorted out.
When the Micah data is returned, Blue
Cross then is able to calculate pro
spective payment rates for the year,
broken into four segments : an "adult
controlled rate" for routine in-patient
services, based on a relationship of
projected in-patient days to projected
routine care costs . . . nursery and de
livery room "controlled rates" based on
projected nursery days and projected
deliveries, again related to projected
costs . . . per-visit controlled rates
for out-patient emergency care and mi
nor surgery visits . . . and separate RCC
( ratio of costs to charges ) percentages
for reimbursement of ancillary services.
In practice, the hospital establishes a
schedule of charges for ancillary ser
vice items based on projected expen
ses, and guarantees not to change the
charges for the full year. Blue Cross's
monthly reimbursement is based on

The system puts a premium
comprehensive reporting b:
The agreement provides fo
pital to submit monthly fina
m e n t s t o B l u e C ro s s ,
comparisons of actual e;q
budget projections by depai
quarterly Micah runs comp::
costs and revenue to bud1
and revenue. A computeri:
is being developed to simpli
ing of individual hospital
The agreement provides tha
hospital or Blue Cross may 1
tract negotiations and reque
in agreed-on payment rate
more p arameters is exce,
guidelines for reopening n
• that the request for reop•
writing and fully justifie
• that the reasons for va
tween actual and budg
revenues or volumes bt
plained;
• that the effect on budge
revenue be demonstrate<:
and not merely temporar

• that the effect on agreed
calculated. If the two pa
on a change in one or 1
that particular line item
out" and any gains or loss
until the end of the year fc
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A man in a hot seat ( Michigan Blue Cross
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President Bennett McCarthy) crystallizes

tow much costs would be
p - also unprecedented.

what he has told state and national

lays after the filing, Rhode
lospital and Blue Cross an
. the results of the first year's
ions of budget under an ex
tal prospective reimburse
reement. Prominent in the
ge story was the fact that
,ital had agreed to a reduc
ts initial budget of almost
ion dollars, reducing pro
)St increases from an initi
>osed 16.9% over 1969, to an
lpon 12.9% . . . well under
aggregate projections by
in the state.

dramatic last-minute delay
,ys in the Blue Cross hear
s requested by the state
association, based on a
hat its member hospitals
:gotiate a new kind of con
:h Blue Cross which 'could
substantial savings over a
of time to the people of
;land' - and involving 'pros
rating' agreed upon in ad
r an entire year."

1970 - a short 19 working
�r the headline-Blue Cross
1ember hospitals submitted
:partment of business reguevidence in the hearings a
1t outlining the major pro
,£ the agreement on pros
·eimbursement.

•W IT WORKS

. the prospective reimburse
�ment sits on top of and
Medicare-based cost reim
contract which had been in
Hue Cross and its member
nee October of 1966. Ele
lowable cost remain similar
Medicare, with the prime
being :

,ss allows depreciation only
raight-line basis ( while
e is somewhat more lib
td

oss participates in its pro
te share of bad debts and
ice provided that strict col
Jrocedures are followed.
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cost- control hearings :

Iii

r

�� Full disclosure and open bargaining
have begun to clear up misunderstandings.,,

The agreement essentially includes the
following:
• Each hospital will submit its ap
proved budget ( with related sta
tistics, revenue projections, etc.) first
to the hospital association for peer
review and then to Blue Cross for
review and negotiations in advance
of the beginning of the fiscal year.
• Prospective payment rates for the
full fiscal year will be calculated
based on the resulting approved
budget.
• The rates hold firm for the duration
of the year, provided that utilization
of hospital services does not exceed
or fall below certain percentage
parameters built into the contract.
• At year end, a savings or loss calcu
lation is made. If the hospital's ac-

Lawrence Hill, vice president
Rhode Island Hospital

tual costs exceed the approved
budget, the hospital absorbs the loss;
if a hospital is able to operate for
less than the agreed-upon budgeted
costs as reflected in the prospective
payment rates, the hospital keeps a
portion of the "savings" or profit as
an incentive. (For the first year, the
savings are split between Blue Cross
and hospitals on a 50/50 basis. )

MORE DETAIL
All voluntary hospitals in Rhode Island
are on the same fiscal year - Oct. 1
through Sept. 30. This helps in com
paring hospital data, but it also means
that budget reviews and negotiations
for all 16 member hospitals come at the
same time. So, a budget reporting
"package" was designed for use by each
hospital in reporting necessary finan
cial and statistical information to Blue
Cross. The package provides for: the

THREE
REASONS
WHY
WE CAN'T
SEEM
TO CONTROL
HEALTH CARE
COSTS
#l

WE'RE ILLNESS ORIENTED.
If Americans are concerned with instant improvement
in their health, it is individually available to them, not
in any drastic overhaul of the health care system but in
proper diet, the elimination of cigarette smoking and
better personal health habits.
There has never been a system of "illness treatment" that
has produced any form of utopian success in preserving
health and life.
With so much attention given to medical care - and so
little to health education and individual responsibility

FAMILY CARE. Dr. Carroll Behrhorst runs a hos
pital in Chimaltenango 1 Guatemala, which charges
only 50¢ a day. The secret of this cost containment
is that the family moves in with the patient and
helps with his care. They bring their own blankets
and sleep on the floor or mats brought from their
homes. People are charged according to their abil
ity to pay - frequently a dime or a quarter. Dr.
Behrhorst has trained more than 50 village leaders
in the basics of medical practice; they have treated
some 22,000 people who otherwise would have
been denied care.

*

*

*

THE FAT OF THE WORLD. A state medical
association says that 90% of the West Germans are
overweight and all are likely to die befoo-e their
time. The association criticized local laws which
permit sausage to contain up to 50% fat and ob
served that too many people consume too much
bread, noodles, potatoes and beer . . . . Meanwhile,
at the American Public Health Association's annual
meeting in Houston, Dr. Alfred Rimm said 60 mil
lion Americans are overweight and that obesity is
a disease that needs to be fought like cancer and
drugs. . . . But two Canadian scientists- both at the
University of Toronto - have suggested there may
be advantages in being fat, though probably not
enough to offset the disadvantages. With rat experi
ments they found that body fat takes cholesterol
from the circulating blood and holds it in storage thus keeping it from clogging the arteries.

•

*

*
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THREE REASONS
for personal health - we run the danger of pandering to
the urge to buy a quick solution to a difficult problem.
It's not logical for a red-faced gentleman who has just
lit a cigarette after finishing two martinis and a plate of
pork chops to blame the nation's doctors and hospitals
for his poor health.

NEW FOR OUT-PATIENTS. West Penn Hospital
in Pittsburgh has opened a $12 million Mellon
Pavilion Ambulatory Care Center which can pro
vide complete medical services to 1,000 out-patients
a day with 130 physicians in 27 specialties. It will
have the city's first helicopter landing pad on the
roof. Although basically designed to serve the local
community, it will also become a regional health
center, say hospital officials.

*

*

*

'CHEAPER' CATARACT SURGERY. Dr. Charles
Kelman of Manhattan Eye, Ear & Throat Hospital,
New York City, has developed a technique for
removal of cataracts which reqll?"es only a tiny
incision and allows the patient to go to work the
day after surgery. Current cataract surgery (about
500,000 operations per year in the U.S.) requires an
incision of 180 degrees ( halfway around the eye
ball) and the patient has to stay in the hospital for a
week, followed by six weeks of home recuperation.
With Dr. Kelman's technique, performed under a
microscope, a special needle enters the eye, vibrates
40,000 times a second, changes to liquid that hard
matter which forms the cataract, then suctions off
that liquid. Dr. Kelman pointed out that since
patients can resume their normal activities the day
after surgery, much money could be saved in hos
pital costs alone.

*

*

*

ASPIRIN BY PRESCRIPTION? Dr. Rene Menguy
of the University of Chicago says aspirin kills about
1,000 people every year and that 7 out of 10 patients
admitted to hospitals for internal bleeding are there
as a result of taking aspirin. He maintains it should
be available only by prescription ( about 20 million
pounds are sold yearly without prescription ) .
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And there's something disturbing about two fat ladies who
haven't had any exercise in years complaining about healtl1
care costs over chocolate sundaes at three o'clock in the
afternoon.

#2

MONEY IS ONE OF
THE STRONGEST INCENTIVES.
A hospital bed tends to be filled, with little regard for
its theoretical need in a particular area.
What makes this happen? One of the strongest human
incentives : money.
Since it costs about two-thirds as much to maintain an
empty hospital bed as an occupied one, this motivation
is understandable. And it is a hard fact of life, long
recognized by those who promote regional health care
planning. The average cost of constructing a new hospital
bed is more than $50,000. It costs more than $25,000 a
year to operate an occupied bed, and about two-thirds of
that for an empty one.
Like the bed question, the allocation of open-heart sur
gery units, linear accelerators, hemodialysis machines or
burn units are often duplicated unnecessarily. The pres
ence of several such units and services in a community

medical economics. Recognizing
that the whole question of health
care costs is fraught with public
interest, the paper's editors have
routinely given Greenberg's in
formed and critical analyses of hos
pital/Blue Cross news front-page
treatment. The Plan and hospitals
have historically been operating
under a degree of public scrutiny
that is only now beginning to be
felt elsewhere in the nation.
With these six background issues, the
Hospital Association of Rhode Island
and Blue Cross formed a negotiations
committee early in 1970. It was de
signed to look into the Medicare-based
contract (in effect since 1966 ) , and to
discuss the possibility of the new "pro
spective reimbursement" approach
which was being talked up around the
country.
The committee staggered under the
assignment; many months, many meet
ings, and many man-hours were spent
trying to overcome impasses. Mean
while, Blue Cross began to experience
a substantial increase in hospital util
ization, and the Plan's financial condi
tion - already seriously weakened by
cut-backs in two previous rate filings for the first" time in its history bordered
on a deficit reserve position, less
euphemistically called "technical
bankruptcy."
Thus confronted, the Plan asked all
hospitals to submit projected budgets
for fiscal 1970-71 ( beginning in Octo
ber ) and to be prepared to defend
those budgets at a rate hearing.
A little more than a year previously,
there had arrived on the Rhode Island
scene a man well informed on the sub
ject of incentive reimbursement for
hospital services. He was Lawrence
Hill, on leave as professor of hospital
administration from the University of
Michigan. With a grant from the
national Blue Cross Association, he was
doing a year-long study of incentives.
When he joined Rhode Island Hospital
as vice president for operations, he sug
gested a pilot program to test the
concept of prospective negotiation of
payment rates with built-in incentives.
Rhode Island Hospital had long been
known in the state as an innovative
institution; that, plus Hill's experience

economy and the fact tha
filing by necessity would 1
middle of a gubernatorial eh
paign.

�� We hoped for a new
kind of contract
which could result
in substantial
savings. ,,
Rhode Island
Hospital Association

and willingness to experiment, plus a
forward-looking board of trustees pre
sided over by John Simmen brought
prospective incentive reimbursement
to the state in 1970.
Blue Cross management, discouraged
by the lack of clear progress through
statewide negotiations, was eager to
pilot with a hospital whose size, strong
management and accounting expertise
afforded what appeared to be an ideal
test si tuation for a radically new
approach. A working concept for the
experiment was hammered out be
tween Rhode Island Hospital and Blue
Cross, in meetings separate from the
ongoing discussions with the hospital
association's negotiating team. The
hospital submitted its 1970-71 budget;
with consultation from Edward Wilz,
then with Xavier University in Cincin
nati and now vice president of finance
and professional relations with Blue
Cross of Southwest Ohio there, the
Plan entered into its initial attempt at
budget analysis and negotiations.
All hospitals complied with the budget
requests, and their forecast was a start
ling 18% overall increase for the fiscal
year ahead. By the time three necessary
factors were built in ( to replace Blue
Cross reserves to a minimum level, to
bring rates up to 1970 cost levels plus
18% for 1971, and to accommodate
higher utilization levels ) , the Pla n
faced another 40% rate hike, after sub
stantial increases in each of three pre
ceding years. The situation was
aggravated by a badly sagging state

Plan President Arthur Han
that "we just couldn't brin�
to go back to the public
when business was cutting 1
unemployment was rising,
economic conditions were
ing - to ask for still another
rate increase without offe
prospect of change or attE
get hospitals to cut back or
hold the line on costs. W
would have been the final
broke the back of public to:

Five events led swiftly to clii
hearings and to negotiation
duced a prospective rate
with all hospitals :

1. Blue Cross produced a1
dented letter asking all r
do two things - to reduc
jected 18% cost increase
gregate of 15%, and to gi,
a guarantee that costs
held within those percent
though the letter was c<
JOURNAL/BULLETIN editc
copy, and banner headline

2. Hospitals found themsel
dilemma of whether to (
t o B lu e C r o s s d e m a ·
accepting a responsibili1
control that had never b
dered before, and at the
appear to publicly adm
the budgets; or, ( b ) refrn
coming public villains
when economy was the v
day. The hospital associ
the position that the
budgets were reasonable
pitals could and would dt
to the public, and that t
not be reduced.

3. Pressed by a deadline for
rates, Blue Cross prepar
based on a projected 15:
cost increase ( 3% less tha
said was necessary ) and
it to the state director c
regulation . This establ
probability that Blue •
hospitals would be broug
hearings as adversaries o
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of limited size is nothing more than a misdirection waste, if you prefer - of community resources that could
be better and more efficiently applied elsewhere.

: reimbursement of hospital

far from new. It is at least
,ld, having been used by
Blue Cross since 1943. It
Jread to Indiana, Kentucky,
New York , etc. It is em
he American Hospital Asso
"linancial Requirements of
e Institutions and Services."
oth a federal and state po
: most proposals for national
:ranee talk about it, and 1,e New Yark pace - Illinois
,·d Ogilvie said in his annual
i health care that the new
Health Economics (will)
as its first assignment the
a new system of hospital
ient based on rates deter
idvance and set for fixed
ime." Now comes "little old
md," a microcosm of the
il hospital cost spiral, tying
centives into a prospective
ient program that is viewed
ng numbers as a workable
Jdel.

Jerome Sapolslcy, executive director
Miriam Hospital, Providence

The Michigan Plan supports planning by providing
$200,000 in direct financial assistance to regional planning
agencies in the state. We also serve hospitals in a con
sulting capacity, encouraging mergers, pushing for con
solidation of therapeutic and supportive services,
establishing pilot projects with hospitals to try new ap
proaches to the delivery and administration of services,
encouraging participation in a shared-computer service
to help reduce hospital administrative costs, and helping
capitalize group purchasing arrangements.

* * *

Rhode Island believes that
t care s i t u a t i o n there i s
, i n a state that small, where
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The problem has been the absence of clearly defined
authority. No one agency or organization has had the
legally sanctioned poiwer to utter tl1e word "no." And this
power vacuum has been one of the thorniest problems
faced by the health care field. It is one undeniable dis
advantage of decentralization of authority. Short of spe
cific legislation, there are limits to what can be done to
prevent such duplications.

A Plan can seldom dictate; it can always suggest and
influence. And its influence can be considerable leverage
for a system which uses its health resources with the
greatest concern for price tags.

l
p atient rather than costly bed
services.
3. A combination of soaring costs and
improved benefits soon turned the
financial situation around, forcing
the Plan to file for sizable rate in
creases three years consecutively.
4. The state director of business regu
lation, required by Rhode Island
state law to pass on the "reasonable
ness" of Blue Cross rates, reacted
with increa sing alarm to each
subsequent rate increase filing. In
planning overall communications
regarding the necessity of rate in
creases with the public, the hospi
tals, and the department of business
regulation, Blue Cross took the posi
tion - ultimately supported by hos
pitals - that rising Blue Cross rates
are merely symptoms of the real
problem : i.e., rising hospital costs,

and that hospitals therefore should
be parties to Blue Cross filings and
should testify at rate hearings.
5. Afrer extended hearings in 1969 ( for
1970 rates ) during which hospitals
were asked to testify, the depart
ment took the position that a major
culprit in the cost spiral was the
"open-ended cost reimbursement
contract." The director essentially
"ordered" hospitals and the Plan to
overhaul the reimbursement system
- to build in cost ceilings and in
centives for savings - if not to dis
card it altogether.
6. Another important factor in Rhode
Island is the fact that one major news
paper ( THE PROVIDENCE JOURNAL!
BULLETIN ) covers practically the
entire state, and the presence on
that paper's staff of Selig Greenberg,
a nationally respected journalist on

HEALTH EDUCATION. Walgreens' drugstores
have started a campaign to help educate the public
on health topics with free pamphlets on display.
These help pharmacists answer many health ques
tions from customers, says the firm. Current offer
ings include diet and arthritis, muscular dystrophy,
cerebral palsy, epilepsy, smoking and health, vision
and school achievement.

*

HOSPITAL EMPLOYEES ARE
HARD TO GET & TO KEEP.
Such people as hospitals need are in demand througho1,1t
our economy.
As our society grows rich, it grows expensive - and hos
pitals have found that altruism no longer serves as suffi-

*

DRUG CLAIMS. The Food and Drug Administra
tion reports that only about one out of Sve prescrip
tion drugs totally lives up to its claimed effectiveness
and that one out of seven fails to meet any of the
manufacturer's claims. The study also shows that
only 41.7% of 2,752 drugs tested work unquestion
ably to relieve symptoms· or cure diseases as
advertised. Dr. Charles Edwards, FDA head, said
the agency is moving to clear 245 ineffective drugs
from the market and to require drug ads to carry
government effectiveness ratings. The Pharmaceu
tical Manufacturers' Association says its members
already have removed two-thirds of the drugs
labeled ineffective from the market.
*

#3

*

*

*

BLOOD HERO. When a patient needs blood, it is
vital to be able to phone a blood bank and get it
immediately; thirty years ago such calls could not
have been made - since there were no blood banks.
Dr. Charles Drew, a Negro physician from Wash
ington, D.C., introduced the revolutionary idea of
blood banks in 1941 when he was director of the
British Blood Plasma Project. Later he served as
first director of the American Red Cross Blood
Bank, supplying plasma to the U.S. Armed Forces.
PERSPECTIVE • 35

THREE REASONS
cient motivation for prospective skilled employees. The
grass is too green elsewhere l
So hospital administrators, whose payrolls are unique in
that they account for some 70% of total expenses (com
pared with 30% for manufacturers), must compete for
good people with highly organized heavy industry and
big business.

�
� t& �6# �-----� cv � ttbdlt.,, .

The result has been that even though the hospital work
force has remained largely unorganized, pay scales have
SOVIET HEALTH. One of the best-read maga
z i n e s i n t h e w o r l d i s a R u s s i a n o n e c al l e d
ZDOROVYE ( which means HEAL TH ) . I t i s a principal
source of inspiration and information for Russians
worried about old wives tales, sexual problems, rare
diseases, proper nutrition and other health con
cerns. The slick magazine sells for about 25¢ and
has a circulation of 10 million a month. Questions
from readers ( and the answers) make up the bulk
of the pages which are uniquely free of politics.
*

*

*

DOCTORING FOR D EATH. A n e w s c i e n c e
called thanatology ( the science of death, dying and
grief) has been founded by. four professors at the
Columbia University Medical Center. The name
comes from thanatos, Greek for death. It was devel
oped because of the alleged inadequacy of doctors
and other health workers in easing the psycholog
ical sting of death for the dying and their relatives.
A survey of medical schools showed that most give
little weight to educating students to deal construc
tively and humanely with this problem.

*

*

*

GOOD PLUMBING. A medical school physiologist
was asked how to live a long and healthy life. His
answer : "Pick parents who have good plumbing."
Researchers at the University of Cincinnati are
finding that later-life hardening of the arteries can
be detected at birth by sampling cholesterol levels
from the umbilical cords of newborns. Other family
members of high-cholesterol infants are tested and
it appears that the disease may be inherited.
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been going through a catch-up period that is not yet
completed. Federal minimum wage legislation has been
expanded to include hospital employees, and this has
meant progress in pay even for the unskilled.
Some examples of the upturn in wage patterns:
• Registered nurses, whose $2,500 average annual pay
was below the minimum wage of 1955, command $8,000
or more today.
• Interns, who once worked for a nominal monthly
stipend of a dollar a day, are now making equitiable
salaries, in the $8,000 range.
Multiply the numbers of nurses and interns by such
increases, and the dollar results are staggering, but nec
essary to get and to keep such skills at our bedsides.
Moreover, the employee-patient ratio has more than dou
bled during the past 25 years, because new equipment
and procedures mean both more people as well as people
with more skills and more education than in the past. In
1946, the ratio was l½ employees per patient; today it is
3-to-l, and the result is a steady increase in cost resulting
from that indispensable factor in personal service: com
passionate, well-trained humans. ■

CAN PROSPECTIVE REIMBURSEMEl'
PLUS INCENTIVES

FORCE HOSPITAL:
TO LIVE WITHI1
ANNUAL BUDGETS
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is published quarterly for those
community leaders who are vitally interested in
the cost of health care and its components, and
who therefore seek to understand more fully the
forces that shape today's health expenses.Where
PERSPECTIVE quotes those who are speaking out
on health care, the intent is less to agree than to
share . . . for, by seeing what is being said and
written throughout the world, the reader is better
able to establish his own perspective.
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�YING LAWYER BILLS?
IO's, when Blue Cross was coming alive across the nation, there
,tics who said that prepaying unpredictable hospital bills was
micide.

Published by Blue Cross of Southwest Ohio
Cincinnati, Ohio 45206
Editor: Paul Young

Cross Plans proved that prepayment for hospital expense was
md they plus the commercial carriers have built up a giant
urance industry that handles nearly $20 billion a year on behalf
:rs and policy-holders.

Staff Writer: Charles Bolton

hose same skeptics ( or their offspring ) are now saying that the
rlpt to have lawyers' bills prepaid is also :financial suicide. But
1 isn't keeping the American Bar Association from pushing the
enthusiasm since the ABA sees as much as $2 billion in health
funds being freed for other uses when and if national health
comes.

WHAT'S INSIDE?
Prospective Reimbursement .............. 1

1der negotiation is a program for prepaid legal expense insur
r the nation's 750,000 postal workers.

Federal Arithmetic ..................... 18

tted; that could start the ball rolling, observers feel. An early
is been taken in Shreveport, La., where about 600 members of
em Louisiana Council of Construction & General Laborer's
229 and the Shreveport Bar Association worked out a working
ssment of 2¢ per hour to give member families coverage for:

ce of lawyer is assured.

Ill is sweetness and light in prepaid legal benefits; the ABA
: some workers will use the new coverage to obtain divorces
could not afford before.
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LIVING TO 140? "The day is approaching when man may live 140 years - perhaps longer," says Dr. Donald
Andrews, biophysics professor at Florida Atlantic University. The key to such longevity, he says, will be discover
ing a way to replace worn-out cytoplasm, a complex liquid inside each of the 100 trillion human body cells. This
cytoplasm breaks down as a person ages just like old motor oil. "When we find out how to remove the broken-down
parts of cytoplasm and replace them, we will have the answer to extended life," says Dr. Andrews.
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OLD YOUTH. Jamar Enrique da Silva of Vitoria, Brazil,
died recently of a heart attack at the age of 12; he looked like
a wrinkled man of 90. He was the victim of progeria -or
premature old age. The disease is so rare that only a few
dozen cases have been diagnosed.
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250 for conferences, negotiations, investigation, research, letter
;, document drafting or document review - with the member
paying the first $10 per case, plus· . . .

the expenses in any one year ( not to exceed $1,000 ) involved
nding oneself in court.
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,25 per visit ( and $100 a year ) for advice and consultation on
;al problem, plus . . .

$325 for preparation and filing of pleadings and briefs and
mce at hearings or the trial, plus up to $40 for court costs and
, fees, plus up to $150 for out-of-pocket expenses - with mem1ily paying the first $25 per case, plus . . .
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Helicopters are saving time and lives in transport
ing emergency patients as in this scene at Loma
Linda (Calif. ) University Hospital.California has
52 of the 285 hospital heliports in 37 states.
(Photo courtesy of Vought Helicopter, Inc.,
Dallas, Tex. ) See page 9.

� F.ASTEST t>I SCAA12cS'E RATE OF ANY HOSPITA L
IN THE COUNT Y . //

*

*

*

THE HIGH COST OF DYING. The cost of dying has been
climbing right along with the cost of staying well and living.
In Japan the cost of a funeral has doubled in the past five
years - now ranging from $150 to $2,800. (If extras such as
catering, rental of mourning clothes, upholstered caskets,
special lighting and acoustic effects are added, the total can
go up to $5,500.)

*

*

*

FOOTBALL NO. 1. Dr.Timothy Craig, consultant on sports
medicine for the American Medical Association, says that
football -with knee injuries leading the way - is the most
dangerous sport. Basketball is next, followed by baseball.
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They didn't have time to get a cancer check-up either.

."

They a l l had something better to d o
with thei r time.
They had to w o r k . O r r e l a x w i t h a
little g o l f. Or go to the movi es. Or just
l oa f a round.
They c o u l d n ' t fi nd fi v e min utes fo r a
cancer check-up.
So t h e i r t i m e ran out.
That's t h e r e a l s h a m e of it. T h e fa ct
that e v e ry fourth cancer d eath i s tota l ly ·
n e edl ess. In many cas es, t h e doctors
could h a v e cured t h e cancer i f th e i r
patients w o u l d h a v e c o m e to t h e m soon e r.
One thing you should do is tak e
t i m e to l ea rn t h e s e v e n wa rning signals
of cancer. T h ey won't prevent you from

g etting i t, but they could sa v e your l i fe.
J7 ere they a r e :
1 . U n u s u a l b l e e d i n g o r discharge.
2. A l u m p o r t h i c k e n i n g i n t h e breast
o r elsewh e r e .
3. A s o r e t h a t d o e s n o t h e a l .
4. Chang e i n bowel o r bladd e r h a bits.
5. H o a rs e n ess o r cough.
6. I n d i g estion o r difficulty in
swa l l owing.
7. Change i n wart o r mole.
Of cou rse, m ed i c a l r e s e a rch i s
constantly working to fi nd b e tt e r ways
to c u r e cancer.
And t h e nation's d octors a r e quick
t o p u t these d i scov e r i e s to work.

But th e r e ' s more than just treatment.
Th e r e 's p r e v e n t i o n . We cit B l u e Shield
feel t h e m o r e you k n ow a b o u t cancer
the better y o u ' l l b e able to protect
yourself a g a i nst i t .
We' r e a l s o striving to remove t h e
financial ba r ri e rs for those who n e e d
m e d i c a l c a r e . W e maintain a strong,
unique r e l a t i o n s h i p with the medical
profession that h e l p s m a k e better h ea l t h
possi b l e fo r e v e ryon e .
We l i k e s p e n d i n g t h e t i m e beca u s e
your g ood h e a l t h is o u r g reatest concern.

V Blue Shield"

